Senate Committee Finds
Judicial Report Sloppy
Senate Committee to study enthusiastic about the report. Some
the Report of the Commission on favor passing it for the sake of
Regulatory Procedures may re- "clearing the slate for more ii commend rejection of the propos- portant subjects." These students,
ed judicial system. William H. according to Reynolds, view the
Reynolds '71, committee Chair- proposal as a "point of deparman, disclosed in an interview ture" now that the Trinity College
Sunday that the Committee would Council is finalizingprovisionsfor
recomend either rejection or a ammending it. Others see no sense
in approving a system that will
"very reluctant acceptance."
The Committee harbours two need immediate ammendment,
Reynolds said that his Comschools of thought on the proposed system, Reynolds disclos- mittee's primary objection to the
ed. None of the members are proposal is that "it is simply a

William H. Reynolds
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sloppy document." Phrases such as
"unusual circumstances" should
not be found in a legal document,
he noted.
The Chairman also cited the
report's "double jeopardy" clause
which enables a student to be tried1
for the same crime twice, lit
said that President Lockwood's
guarantee that he would not retry a deiendant unless new
evidence were presented was not
sufficient. According to Reynolds,
a student found "not guilty" should
not be tried again on the same
charge, regardless of addition&l
evidence.
Reynolds' committee, will present its final recommendations to
the Senate Sunday. The Senate is
expected to call an all-College
meeting for the following Thursday
to discuss the proposed judicial
system.
At the Senate meeting Sunday
evening, Reynolds announced the
Committee's unofficial feelings toward the report and asked that the
Senate consider forming another
committee to draw up an alternative proposal. He said that his
Committee would do no more with
the report after making its final
recommendations next Sunday. The
Committee "will not charge itself
with the responsibility for drafting a new report," Reynolds declared,
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Community Involvement Stressed
By Race and Poverty Committee
President Theodore D. • Lockwood met with students involved
in community action and urged the
immediate establishment of a
clearing house for all community
social action projects on campus.
Mr. David Knowlton, Program As-1
sistant of Mather Hall, revealed in
a TRIPOD interview Sunday that
such a clearing house to coordinate the current campus programs
and to eliminate duplication of
effort would be formed at the end
of the month by the Senate Committee on Race and Poverty.
During the Senate Committee's
meeting on Thursday evening,
chairman William H. Reynolds '71
announced the establishment of
three sub-committees to further
solidify student efforts. These
committees will deal with: 1) the
education of the white community
in the Hartford area. 2) the education of the College community.
3) the raising of. a $15,000 for the
Negro scholarship fund.
Among those attending the meeting with Lockwood were William
Reynolds, John D. Miller '69, head
of the Revitalization Core, and
: Peter H. Ehrenberg '69, head of
Alpha Ki Roe's project helping the
city get Federal funds. The president asked the students how the
College could become formally involved as an institution in community action in Hartford. Lockwood
stated that a grant will be needed
to back the College's efforts. He
also revealed that although several
foundations have been sought, none
have be en. awarded.
>
Reynolds stated that the/College
will sponsor a trip to Cambridge,
Massachusetts in order to study

by Jeff Bahrenburg
the Brook House, a clearing house
for community action in the Boston area. Knowlton will accompany
Reynolds, Jack R. Anderson '69
and Alan Humphery in making the
trip. According to Knowlton, a
study of the Upward Bound
Program at the University of Hartford and the Dwight Hall system,
at Yale will also be made in the
near future.
Knowlton, who will serve as advisor to the clearing house stated
that "student control will be
stressed." He cited the aims of
the programs as -both to help the
community and to provide relevant
education v for the student. Dean
Robert W. Fuller and many of the
faculty are anxious to institute the
programs into' part of the curriculum, Knowlton added.
Reynolds described the aims of
the Senate's education programs as
both to dispel the myths which ha-ve
developed about the Blacks and to
face white racism honestly. He
asserted that the white community
"must realize that Black Power
is not a threat if they respond to
it appropriately. "They must understand that Black Power IS NOT
riots and looting; rather it means
Black political and economic power
and Black identity."
Robert B. Hurst '69, chairman
of the sub-committee on external
education, announced plans to establish classes at Trinity to attract
people from the Hartford area who
are "concerned and yet need education." These classes will review
Black'history and the concept of
Black Power. In addition to films,
Black drama, art, and music will
be presented.

Hurst expects to attract people
sympathetic to the problem of
racism. Hope was expressed by
Hurst that they, in turn, would extend their knowledge to their
friends and neighbors. He believes
that this approach will be more
successful than students going out
into the community.
Students enrolled in Religion 231,
Raciai Conflict and Attempts to
Resolve It, are doing research on
institutional racism in Hartford.
(Continued on Page 6)
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Stuart W. Mason

Mason Recommends
Independent Fund
The legal defense fund, prompted
by the F.B.I, investigations of Steven H. Keeney '71 and three other
College students, was allowed to
"die in committee" Sunday night
by the Senate. The fund, according toSenateStructures Committee
Chairman Stuart W. Mason '71,
will be independently established to
avoid conflict with the Senate's
anti-IN -LOCO PARENTIS policy,
"The Senate is still a part of the
College," according to Mason, and
to establish the committee in the
Senate would be to put the College
in a position of giving special
assistance to students in trouble
with outside authorities.
Mason also disclosed that the
legal defense fund could constitute
a legal risk for the students involved. If the parents of a minor
feel that inadequate counsel has
been, provided their son, Mason explained, they could bring suit
against the students supporting
the fund. The independent legal aid
committee, .. he continued, will
therefore deal only with the ques<tion of raising bail for students
who are arrested by outside
authorities.
In the past the College has never
provided bail for a student but
instead has pleaded for his release
on the basis of "personal recognizance." Under this process, the
Dean of Students guarantees that
the student will appear for tria,l
and bail money is not necessary.
In an interview with President
of the College Theodore Lockwood,
the Structures Committee learned
that in the future the College will,
not attempt to have a student released on the basis of personal
recognizance. Mason approved of
this decision because it repre-

TCC Considers Judicial
Amendment Procedures
by Mike McVoy

The Trinity College Council has :the College only if a three-quarannounced a tentative procedure ters majority vote of all Council
for amending the proposed Col- members approved.
In the event of nonconcurrence
lege Jucicial System. In a meeting last Wednesday, the Council of the President, he must state his
approved a draft of the proposed reasons in writing, and no further
amendment procedure, and ex- action will be taken until threepressed hope that students would quarters of all Council members
offer suggestions and modifica- and the President agree on the
tions on the work that has been "disposition of the proposed
amendment".
':••.'.
done to this point.
.
"Minor" amendments will beCouncil Chairman E. W. Sloan
emphasized that the procedure como effective immediately on the
was, "in no sense final." Sloan approval of the Council and the
did say, however, that he felt President. "Major" amendments
that the procedure was well enough require the same two approvals,
worked out, "to give the College plus the approval of both the faculan idea on whether or not this is ty and the student body, before such
an amendment can become effecwhat they want."
The suggested procedure was
The final section of the prothis: All amendments would be
submitted through the Council, cedure placed time limitations on
which would classify it as either each party in the amendment pro"major" or "minor", and then cedure so as to insure fast action
pass it on to the President of on all proposed amendments.
-
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sented a weakening of thelNLOCO
PARENTIS doctrine.
M-vson's committee will attempt
to attain cash pledges from mern-'
bers of the College community
for bail purposes only. There is
no danger of students losing this
money, he explained. The cash
is automatically returned when the
student appears for trial.
The independent committee will
reserve the right not to provide
bail in cases where it feels there
is a risk that the student cannot,
be trusted to attend his trial,.
Mason noted.
The College's decision not to
plead personal recognizance does
-not prevent individual faculty or
administrators from pleading on
a student's behalf in court.

Wesley an
Revises
Parietals
by Jim Hall

A new system of parietal hour
regulations for Wesleyan was announced last Thursday by'President Etherington. According to the
plan, each living facility, attaining .
a-75% majority vote will be r e quired to establish their own regulations and, code of conduct in regard to parietals. These codes will
then be submitted to a three man
committee composed of a faculty
member, an administration representative, and a student.
Wesleyan's Dean Cole commented that "We want to see if
the living unit members have really
thought their reactions through.":
Living units will be: charged ;to
"recognize their responsibilities'"
and create a system stabie:enough
to assure a minimum of administration, interference," said. Cole,
The reaction at Wesleyan was a
favorable -one. According to the
ARGUS, the faculty and "Students
ire enthusiastic about the possibilities of ending the hypocrisy
that Is inherent in the old system.
Etherington declared that "This
"is not a system of unlimited hours,
it is a system of self-regulation of
small groups," He went on to say
that the new plan "represents a
conscious gamble that Wesleyan
will not become a Roman circus."
A statement 'of the Wesleyan
College Body Committee asserted
that the new program prevents
.students from excusing affronts to
personal decency by professing
disagreements with "parietals,"
The committee affirms that each
member of the community is
thereby forced to examine , his
social conduct and that of the others
(Continued on Page Tj
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Airplane Concert:
Brand New Sound

Frumunda

Frisco: What Happened?

by Chuck Shouse

To hear JEFFERSON AIRPLANE'S rock, a huge crowd arrived Saturday nigh! and crouched
down together on tli•: University of
Hartford's gym flon.. Enraptured
fans, back again from Central Park
last week, or first-live-concer!
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE lovers,
or merely curious spectators were
encapsulated in a total environment of music and light, for analtogether too-short time.
From the days when Grace Slick
was possibly the AIRPLANE'S only
unique asset, came "WhiteRabbit"
and, "Fantastic Plastic Lover";
almost the entire remainder of the
hour-and-a-half
concert was
vibrant rock from recent months.
Grace Slick is still a unique asset-her voice in the concert was as
•mobile and clear as ever before-the improvement in the group over
earlier work is a burst of musical
maturity. The coordination of the
guitars, drums and voices is now
near-perfect, and so the AIRPLANE'S new sound is a unified
one, created from communication
and teamwork ^between musicians.
If Grace Slick was captivating before with the rest of the group as
only back-up, she Is now even
more s o - - as a still noticeable but
inseparable part of the music.
Lead guitarist Jorma Kaukonen,
a sociologist by diploma, and a
master of sound by trade, was allowed to shine in the group's
latest efforts,
which he die •
throughout the entire performance.
In "Crown of Creation," from tilt
latest album by the same name,
Kaukonen showed an aggressive
style of playing possessed by
CREAM'S Eric Clapton and by few.
others in the field.
Like CREAM, the aggression of
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE'S lead
guitar ~was countered and fought
by a bass guitarist, Jack Casady,
who also was freed by the group's
new sound from vocal upstaging.
Casady firmly built the bass structure of the songs, expeeially in
the AIRPLANE'S "Won't You Try"
and "Saturday Afternoon" sequence. In a spontaneous, audience- inspired, jam between Casady
and drummer Alex Spence after the
scheduled performance had ended,
the fine, strong line of Casndys
bass was even more evident. liven
without the finished balance of the
lead guitar, Casady carried the

What has happened to the San
The excitement of the set se- Francisco sound? When HCA first
quence was greatly enhanced by released the Jefferson Airplane
this assured spontaneity, which be- two years ago, insiders felt they
gan almost as the concert ended. would be the forerunners of anew,
sucRising to their feet at half past goad thing In music. With the
1
eleven, and the scheduled concert's cess of 'Surrealistic Pillow , (RCA
end, the audience applauded and in a LSP - 3766), the nation became
nearly single voice shouted for aware of the loud, loose, and live
"More!" As throughout the con- 'West CoastSound', The Airplane's

album was qnkikly followed by t<fforts by the Grateful Dead and
Country .Ion and Hit,1 Hsli. They
were all spokesmen for tin1 hiportglnal croup, lias had lour albums, Their first, not especially
overpowering, but a {«,o<.ul first attempt (B minus), Their cover of
'Let's Got Tuijetlier' helped make
the sonpr a folk .standard. Jack

Casady, the bassist, (joes some
fine wnrk mi the album, along **•
with ihi* blend of Jorma Kaultnnt'ii and Paul Kantnor's guitars,
He.st ti-iick.s are 'Come Up the
Ywu'.v, 'i.i<l Me In', and 'it'sNo
.Secret'. 'I'lllow Is u gem, probably ilte riiii'.sl in coma from the
cuff, IMIIIH' to Harlem/In New York
City,' Then maybe you'll be lucky/ f
Ami Harlem will come to you,") \
Then ;i I'.uu is fired. But the group '
in vntiii; in ltir.ja'/,-/-stylestuttnoi»,
pt'oiilf like Chicken Hlrsch on
ilruin.'i. Miiytie, Ini|ieitilly, this new
(n:i!er|;U w i l l lie improved. Joe and

Harry were altucked in ia hotel
dm ini' ilii' < lilcuuu convention -so
they have ;s unod excuse for being
;uii;ly In their mu.sle nowadays, Bill
they ilun't eume of f as well as they
used In. And they won? more effective In convey lag their message t
from afar,
'
Till- UHATF.FUI, DEAD! The
nice laud, played a lot for free.
Their first album (WB-WS1689)is
I'IHKI. ••iinc<>n>, lively, 'Morning
(lew IN lovely, and 'Cold Rain and •
SitmV and 'New, New Mlnglewood
tUne.s' an* uroovey. (H ) But their
secnutl effort, planned tobeatwori'nml ,'iet is one unrewarding reem (I They've cluttered their sound
up will armrchostra of unnecessary,,
insliiiments and tricks. It's called.
-Anthem of the Sun' (Wa-WS'l^P)"
If you're Interested,and, rates!?,.,
I'lW t .
MEMBERS OF "Airplane" project sounds through the ether of Central Park ,

cert Grace Slick slowly took the
microphone and agreed. The encore beitan then with the entire
group performing'. Several songs
were followed by the same shout
for more, and then by more, until
the final jam between Casady and
Spenco, •

pies around the Bay; they were
creating interesting and tight
music as well, Their first albums
were evidence that the hip scene
was "responsible for more than just
some vague Idea of filth and decadence.
•••••-;
The West. Coast thing reached Its
Casady•and Spence, and Grace zenith at the Monterey Festival
Slick, Kaukonen and Kantner-- during last summer, A fourth
Marty Balin's JEFFERSON AIR- group, Big Brother and the Holding
PLANE showed, through their un- Company, emerged from the area;
equaled new sound, why hard solid and the first big appearance of
rock still has an audience. Iti the Jimi 1-lendrix' Experience and Ravi
time when they still had Signe Shankar added to the goodness of
Anderson,
JEFFERSON AIR- the meeting.
And the groups played for free,
PLANE was part of why acid rock
igot started, The sound of Satur- for the utter damn of it, in parks
day's concert showed why they around San Francisco, A new opendon't feel too threatened by the ness and cooperation developed in
the musical community from coast
recent boom in Blues bands.
to coast; and, within a few months,
rock: was accepted by cocktailparty authorities as an "art form".
The "New Rock" was new and vital
because its musicians were willing
to delve into the past, to go back
to the roots, and combine stylos
from all the simple sources of folk
music; city and country blues, gospel,
folk and country, Mary
Travers told me last year that rock
is the "folk music of today". The
beauty of the early music from the
Coast was that it was simple and
straight under the heavy amplification, and could have a direct impact "-on the listener, You knew it
was honest-music.
- What seems a shame to me is
that, like Liverpool's, San Francisco's groups-reached their peak
early, and have gone downhill. With
the exception of the Beatles, all
the Mersey groups .died away during the summer of 1964, unable to
grow with the challenge of producing up-to-date but high quality
music. During this time, other
areas of England produced new
groups who did things with the material available them,

GRACIE SLICK and Jorma Kaukonen of Jefferson Airplane at last
week's Central Park concert.

by D..I. Ruili.Ti

music on and made up for the rest
of the group with a fast and sure
style.

The same thing lias happened
here. Down the coast, the Doors
Steppenwolf, and even the old Byrds
were able to come up with different, yet consistently tight sounds
Perhaps this was because, they as
people weren't tied to the idea of
a community sound, or a personal
crusade along socio- musical lines
More later.
,
'
Now, a look at the big West
Coast groups;
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE; The

Bay. It has great heavy and soft
songs, 'Somebody to Love'. 'White
Rabbit1, 'Today and 'Comin' Buck
To Me' are the best of groat «oi)|;s.
(A) The beauty of this is Its careful layout, subtle use of Instrumentation and lyrics, and just plain
good taste. 'After Bathing at Baxter's' (LSO-lfill)is a disappointment. Much of tlifi music is contrived, too cute for my liking.
It appears that the JA had begun
their crusade for the hip cause,
and threw away their artistic cool.
There are good cuts, but the general impression is;sloppy. 'Crown
of Creation' (LSP-4058) has anoat
pic of the Hiroshima bomb on the
cover, a nice liner of lyrics, and
cleaner material than Baxter's.
Side one is very pretty, and the
title song and 'Greasy Heart' are
noteworthy on the flip. But they're
still putting on too much: "You and
me we keep walkin' around & we
see/All the bullshit around us,'
You try & keep your mind on what's
goin1 down/Can't help hut see the
rhlnocerous around us..." It's their
second best album, (B A-)
What bugs me about the two
times I saw them during the past
week was their sloppy, though
cocky singing, and what" seems to
be a musical division in the group
between Casady, Kaukonen and
Spence Dryden, the drummer, and
Kantner; and Grade Slick and
M&rty Balin. They were too loud
and lacked balance and coherence.
There was one phenomenal song:
as a third encore, the guitarist
and Dryden played
-Hock Me
Baby, the traditional blues number, it was fantastic: simple,
beautifully Integrated, an I heavy. I
wish they would pay more attention
to their own music, and less to
assaulting their audience with their
sound and critics with irreli 4 vancies. Still the best group in
town
COUNTRY JOE AND THE FISH:
Poor Joe has gotten angry. His
first album, saw well-timed blasts
at LBJ and Bart People from a
healthy distance; now the Fish have
gotten'personally committed, and
it's weakened their music. But you
should buy all three of their
albums; they're all special. Their
third album ('Together') is very
, bitter, and good in places. Listen
to 'The Harlem Song' (...Andlfyou

.

. ' , •,;, - . ; , 1 ; V

HlCi UKOTM'JR ANDTHEHOLM
Uw, Company: The less-, said ,-thfii
better, TIH.'II1 Malnstrearn,album,aj

demo, was [K>or The group tried:;
to keep It off the market, because
their
tirst Columbia release,
'Cheap Thrills' (Columbia KCS
0700). was .supposed to be much
better. It's not. Janie • JopUn;:
.screams well, and, in her albums;
at least, doesn't show tremendous
vocal iiiuUlty. The best comment
on her IN one I read In The Times
last month, that there are dozens.
of .fiinl.s Jopltn.s in small bars,;
throughout Hie Mid- and Southwest,,,
Ml it Brother is a musical:,(lrag,7,
It blemlH poorly, plays little especially inspired, or well, and does
almost noililntc to conveya bluer
feeling. What 'is most upsettingrds•.'
the mammoth press campaign CBS;
initiated for the album, which has;
contributed notably in undermining
public standards, enough said.
QVICKSILVEK
MESSANGEE
Service's first album isonlyftiriy.
well played, but it has a few gooo
tracks, expecially 'Pride of Man.
t'B~) The ijroup has promise, "
It can tinhten up, its singing and

I haven't mentioned
CiHAI'K, because it's the one b&n
Francisco r.rcuip which Is truly national in sound. I think their firstalbum is w e of last year's. »esu
It's got the best blond of any o
come from out there, and is thouroiiKhly tasteful, yet complete an"
Intense,
Get it. R a t e S u a n ± '
•Omaha- and '8:0fi' may be tne
•best tracks, but they've close com- .
petition by several others. Of no
is Skip Spence, their rhythm gui/v
tarist. who was the Airplane'snr* •
drummer. Grape's second paware, of 'Wow and 'Grape Jam i
the first rock jam album, wasni,
up U, the first. This group sho"1?
be beard from in the future. »•>*=
the best personnel of any notneu«
California band.

(We move on to Southern Call-fornia and eastward intothePUun*
next tlnn».)San Francisco has give"
the American rock scene direction. I f s probably only natural tnat
it would eventually lose its spontaneous creativity. But it could regain It if the musicians went Dae*
to music, instead of electronic
tricks, literary, put-ons. and duu
conventions of the musical estaolishment they claim to pose
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ACC. Citing Trustee Intervention,
^-e]eet§ P^^p^sed Judicial System

tervention could be justified only elimination of the conflict.
when a defendant appeals his case
Furthermore, the ACC pointed
to them, and when there is a"cha- out the right of the defendant to be
See BELLE DE JOUR. Rarely
otic breakdown" of the established represented by an advisor.
do you get the opportunity to view
judiciary procedures of the Col- The judicial procedures of the
such a well made film. Every
lege.
Commission Report, claimed the
camera movement, every cut,
The Commission Report, ac- ACC, are "gravely lacking in adeevery sound Is carefully chosen to
cording to the ACC, merely re- quate safeguards to insure a fair
contribute to the overall frameaffirms the power of the Trustees, trial for a defendant," and provide
work. Luis Bunuel has created
and revealed that it was "dis- "adequate reason for rejecting the
many excellent movies, but BELLE
turbed" that the College has not Commission Report."
DE JOUR is certainly his most condeveloped a system that can
trolled and balanced work. Without
operate fairly in tense situations.
blushing it can be called a great
The ACC asserted that the
film, a materpiece.
Trustees seem to believe that they
-; The basic plot is rather simple
are assigned by the Charter the
and, in fact, trite. A beautiful rich
responsibility "to preserve a conwoman, Severine
(Catherine
temporary society of inertia and
Deneuve), is married to a
indifference in the face of
handsome, successful surgeon,
problems, of suspicion and hostilPierre (Jean Sorel). Although they
ity to significant change, and of
have the best of everything, Sevmediocre moral values."
erine cannot receive sexual satThe Town-Gown Forum, a lecWith reference to the judicial
isfaction from her husband. When
procedures, the ACC cited 15 areas ture program open to the Hartford
a girl friend gossips about another
in which the Commission Report community as well as the College
girl being a prostitute during the
was unacceptable or Inadequate. has been organized by a committee
day, Severine thinks this could be
of wives of College alumni, faculty,
Most of these points were cona way to relieve her frustration.
cerned with the failure of the report administration, and friends. The
So off she goes to become Belle de
to properly guarantee the rights of 'forum's theme is "20th Century—
Jour, "beauty of the day," at a
defendants; Referring to the Com- .Century of Revolution." Profesmodern, Parisian brothel. After
missions's endorsement of the sor of history Dr. George Cooper
a time, she encounters Marcel
concept of double jeopardy, the will inaugurate the series this
(Pierre Clement), a young, ugly,
ACC stated that "no person once afternoon at 1:30 in Goodwin Thearough gangster, who gets exacquitted should have to live with tre. Each forum will be held at
tremely possessive about her. He
an implicit threat. "It advocated the 1:30 in the Austin Arts Center,
tracks her down to her "normal" ' W. S. Merwin a distinguished visit classrooms.
.
and will continue for six succesaddition
apartment, and when she refuses American poet, who last year was
Merwin's books of poetry are "A tations. of a 90-day statute of limi- sive Tuesdays through November
to leave with him, he shoots down nominated for the National Book Mask
for Janus," "The Dancing
Pierre, her husband. The film ends
The ACC also noted the conflict 12.
will be the Frederick L. Bears," "Green with Beasts," "The
Mrs. Oliver Johnson, head of
with Pierre paralyzed for life Award,
between
the President's position
Gwynn Memorial Poet at the Col- Drunk in the Furnace," "TheMovthe commute, said that the purand Severine calmly sewing be- lege
as
prosecutor
and
his
presence
on
for the week beginning Octo- ing Target," and "The Lice," for
pose of the forum Is to bring
side him.
ber 14.
which he won last year's nomina- an appeal board, and called for the the Hartford community and the
Bunuel takes this rather sleazy,
college community closer together
Merwin, whose "Selected Trans- tion. His translations include "The
sexy French story head on and adds lations 1948-1968" will be pub- Poem of the Cid," "Spanish Balas well as to exchange thoughts.
several digressions which propel lished by the Atheneum Publishers lads," "The Satires of Persius,"
Mrs. Collamore, another memthe movie into something ex- in October will give a reading of "Lazarillo de Tormes," and "The
ber of the committee, stated that
Song
of
Roland."
tremely complicated- for the view- his own works on (Monday), Octothe forum would increase good
From 1949 to 1951 he worked as
er, These digressions which are ber 14 at 8:00 p.m. He will lecrelations between the Hartford
too easily labelled as Severine's ture on (Wednesday), October 16 a tutor and translator in France,
community and the College. She
fantasies show her state of mind at 8:30 p.m. and there will be Portugal and Majorca. He is a
added that through the Town-Goww
at key points in the plot. For ex- "An Evening with W. S. Merwin" native of New York City and is
Forum the college could share
ample, after a friend of her hus- on Friday, October 18 at 8:00 a graduate of Princeton Universwhat ^it has with other people.
band finds out about her role as p.m. All events will be held in ity, where he received a Kenyon
The Reverend John B. Coburn,
The committee hopes to conReview
Fellowship
for
Poetry
in
a prostitute, she dreams of an old the Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
D.D., will deliver the sermon at the duct a forum every Fall and Spring,
style pistol duel between har hus- Arts Center and the public is in- ' 1954. He was playwright-in-resi- College Vespers Service on Octo- eventually having speakers from
dence for 1956-1957 for the Post's ber 13, at 5 p.m. Coburn, former other colleges, according to Mrs.
band and the friend. Bunuel pre- vited.
Theatre, Cambridge, Mass.Inl957 Dean of the Episcopal Theological Johnson.
sents these "fantasies" without any
•
•:
cinematic fanfare, merely a
During his week-long visit, Mer- he was the recipient of a $100 School in Cambridge, MassachuThe "20th Century—Century of
straight cut so. that the viewer is win will also hold informal ses- award from the American Academy setts, resigned his position to Revolution" will examine revoluquite confused as to what is going sions with students as well as of Arts and Letters.
teach English in the Street Acade- tions in general:: revolutions in
on; He has extremely good reamies Program in New York City. the West, revolution in non-Westsons for'doing this.
This program, sponsored by the ern countries, revolution in art,
Urban League, provides high architecture, literature and draBuneul once said, "A beautiful
school dropouts with the credits ma. The final session tackles the
woman is much more interesting
they need for admission to college. question "What Next?"
with one tooth missing," So where
According to College Chaplain
Speakers for the Town-Gown
are. the missing teeth in this popthe Reverend Alan C. Tull, this Forum are Professor of history,
ularly acclaimed "beautiful" film?
graduate of Princeton University Dr. George Brinton Cooper; AsLook what Bunuel has presented:
has been active in ,urban affairs sistant Professor of government,
Catherine Deneuve, "the most
for many years. He served for four Rex Neaverson; Associate Proby Steve Chernaik
beautiful woman in the world",
years as the Dean of Trinity Cathe- fessor of history, H, McKim
clothed in beautiful fashions for the
dral in Newark, New Jersey, before Steele; Professor of art and archiwomen in the audience, and to
coming to Cambridge.
tecture, Jerrold ZIff; and ProThe Hartford Chamber Choir, of its length.
make her universally sympathetic
Reverend Coburn, a member of fessor of literature and drama,
"Lark"
and
"Shout-On"
proved
under
the
directorship
of
Trinity's
she is sexually frustrated. This
the Board of Trustees of Princeton John Dando.
character, Severine is carefully Robert Groiiquist presented a var- the most electrifying of the eight University, when toldthat some fuaimed at the bourgeoisie — she ied program of religious music selections. In the former, a high! y ture seminary students were
There is a ten dollar admission
is so blonde, blue-eyed and white. at Sunday Vespers. The choir ren- effective, flowing together, ano at among those who occupied Wil- cost which includes an advance
times
a
random
jumping
back
and
dered
their
eight
selections,
with
The effect of this is that the midliams Memorial last Spring, was reading list and a Trinity library
dle class audience (that'means consistent polish, but failed to forth of highandlowvoices created quoted by Reverend Tull as saying, card for use in connection with
the
effect
that
the
entire
universe
generate
sufficient
excitement
to
95% of Trinity) cannot help themr
"Great, the church doesn't need the series. Tickets may be obselves but try to love and identify demonstrate a high degree of per- was calling the Lark to rise with those who stand outside and wait." tained by calling Mrs. Ware, as-*
with "poor Severine." But Buneul sonal sensitivity to the music. a magic, irresistible voice. In the
After the service coffee will be
Director of College
The program opened with latter, a lively piece is enhanced served at the west end of the sistant to the
will not let you do it.
Mrs. Johnson, or Mrs.
"Serenity": John Greenleaf Whit- by a fine tenor. Both tenor and chapel and students will have a Relations,
Collamore. Members of the colEvery time the opportunity tier's poem, set to the music of chorus sustain the final stanza chance to speak informally with lege community may attend at no
create an effect of overwhelmarises in the film for the audience Charles Ives, The lone female to
cost.
exaltation, and so close the Reverend Coburn,
to gush over Severine, Bunuel voices accompanied by a harpsi- ing
program
on
a
stirring
note.
chord
added
an
appropriately
eerie
promptly switches moods. When a
Religious spirituals, to be efromantic film director like Le tone to an otherwise simple
fective, must express a far greater
Louche would fill the screen with arrangement.
Both male and female sections degree of personal sensitivity on
glowing, soft close-ups, turn-up
part of the performer, than
the Muszak, and slowly dissolve of the chorus harmonize well in the
any
other
musical form, Spirituals
New Low Prices
Bach's
turgid
"Motet."
The
overinto the next shot, Bunuel cuts
express an attitude toward life of
straight to one of his absurd fan- riding sweeps of the sopranos ef- the
who first sang them,
Shirts
tasies. There is not one note of fectively lend a combined tone of whichpeople
must likewise, be felt by the
and
solmen
dry
cleaned 25 cents each.
music in the film. These "fan- subdued silence
1
performer. This sensitivity was
tasies" distract and confuse the promise to the soft "Calvary's too often absent from the HartTrousers
Mountain." A very-spirited and
war washed and pressed
well-balanced contrast of high and ford Chamber Choir's perforWe specialize
65 cents
low voices made the lively "Hark, mance. For instance, only a perI Hear the Harps Eternal" an un- former who is sensitive to the
Wash, Dry, Fold • 7 lbs.
in all
inhibited affirmation of hope. Each unique agony of the American Ne,95 cents
stanza of the spiritual builds gro can successfully sing a Negro
powerfully to the triumphant chor- spiritual. So while the voices were
3 Hour
latest styles
us. The haunting harmony that is fine and the arrangements compeDry Cleaning Service
softly hummed as an undercurrent tent, the choir failed to express
to the main theme of "A Charge to the necessary degree-of personal
of
Hair
Cutting
Keep I Have," transforms the grave involvement with the music, so
College Cleaners
hymn into a sacred covenant with essential to convey the depth of
209ZioriSt.
1301 Broad St.
feeling
which
the'
spiritualGod. "Sing to the Lord" was dis"Just over the Rocks"
opposite Friendly Ice Cream
.'.
appointingly staid for a number demands.
Charging that the report of the
Commission on Regulatory Procedures failed to resolve the funaudience to deflate the serious- damental issue of Trustee interness of Severine's plight. Notice vention, the Alliance for a College
that there are no emotions any- Community has recommended in a
where in the film. The only "I statement issued October 1 that the
love you" is merely a phrase report be rejected.
dropped in a trivial conversation,
The ACC also criticized the
Severine feels no compassion for Commission Report for creating
her husband at the end; In fact, judicial procedures that are
it seems now that he just won't "inadequate and unacceptably ambe bothering her anymore. On biguous in establishing the rights
analysis aside from her beauty, of the defendant."
Severine has no sympathetic
Declaring that there is "nothing
traits, but she IS beautiful.
inherent in either the words or the
Buneul will lead you to a cer- spirit of the Charter of Trinity
tain point and then will leave an College which prevents the Trusopen end. While there is plenty tees from assuming a stance —
of bare skin around, you never get both on paper and in reality —
the satisfaction of seeing a bare which recognizes that the faculty,
breast. Bunuel will show a com- student body and administration
plete picture of Severine, but he are the 'major components' of the
refuses to make conclusions. That Trinity College Community," the
is too simple and too untrue. ACC maintained that Trustee in-

by Ted Kroll
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LETTERS to the chairman
EDITORIAL SECTION
October 11, 1968

The Commission Report
The Commission on Regulatory Procedures
presented to the student body, on September 9, of
this year a proposal for a new judicial system at the
College/This proposal has been ratified by three of
the four constituent bodies of the College, the
Board of Trustees, the Administration, and the
Faculty. The time for student consideration of the
proposed system now draws near.
The Trustees gave their approval, to the report,
before it was released to the student body or
faculty, at a meeting on September 12. The faculty
likewise approved the report in a meeting
September 17. With the faculty endorsement,
however, came strong reservations about the legality
of the.system, the comprehensiveness of the report,
and the amount of protection from arbitrary
Trustee intervention accorded the student body.
T h e s e , r e s e r v a t i o n s , expressed by a wide
representation- of faculty members, are valid ones
and serve to reinforce student objections to the
proposed system.
Any judicial structure at the College must have as
its underlying assumption the right of the Board of
Trustees to overrule any penalty, reverse any
verdict, and impose.'any disciplinary measures it
deems necessary, Double jeopardy is of necessity a
part of all College judicial proceedings. The
Trustees' rights as outlined in the'College Charter,
• are literally boundless.'"'
The Commission, however, seems to have carried
this double jeopardy one step further than it had to
in giving the President of the College the right to
review all discussions even in cases where the
defendant is found "not guilty." The President has
assured the student body that he would not use this
right except in cases where the appearance of new
evidence demanded a re-trial.
The question of student protection from Trustee
intervention represents the biggest drawback to the
. proposed system, and at the same time, is the most
difficult to deal with. The disastrous implications of
the Trustee's right to intervene in disciplinary cases
are all too clear when one thinks back to the events
of last April and May. The Trustees,, however, can
still point to a long record of non-intervention
except by invitation of the President of the College.
'The Trustee reversal of the Joint Student-Faculty
Disciplinary Committee's decision in the cases of
168 sit-in demonstrators was undertaken at the
"invitation of former President Albert C. Jacobs.
Jacobs' role, which was grossly misrepresented last
year, was never disclosed until this September, The
i n f o r m a t i o n has been verified, by President
Lockwood, and students are left with little choice
except to believe him.
In addition to what is now known to be a clean
record, the Trustees have guaranteed that they will
use their limitless power only in the "most unusual"

The double jeopardy clause will have to be
removed from the system, at least at the level of
Presidential review. The question of drug and
alcohol use should be treated as a health issue, not
as part of College rules. A more definite statement
from the Board of Trustees with regard to clue
process is also in order.
In spite of these objections, the TRIPOD
recommends passage of the proposed judicial report.
The College is faced this year with many important
issues, among them involvement in the urban
problems of Hartford and the need for an entirely
new curriculum. It is our belief that the commission
report has already taken more time and energy than
it is worth. It should be approved to allow the
College to commence work on significant and
meaningful issues.
c i r c u m s t a n c e s . " Board Chairman Lyman B.
Brainard, in response to a TRIPOD editorial of
September 12, in these "unusual circumstances,"
the Trustees would grant hearings to the students
involved and observe "due process." Although Mr.
Brainard's guarantee of fair play in the event of
Trustee intervention lacks the finality of the
Commission's affirmation of the Board's right to do
as it pleases, it docs supply at least marginal security'
to the student body.
The real "protection" for students in this new
system can be found only by "reading between the
lines" of the Commission Report. To overrule a
verdict of the proposed judicial board, the Trustees
will be forced to reverse a decision of the President
of the College. In effect, Trustee intervention would
represent a vote of no confidence in the President,
and would probably result in his dismissal. The
question now becomes one of whether the student
body can realistically expect the President to
oppose the Board of Trustees with so much at stake.
Such a question is at best subjective, and it points
out the centra! weakness of the Commission's
report. The Commission has seen fit to devise a
judicial system which hinges entirely on moral
character and judgement of one rrian. •'
The Trinity College Council's efforts to deal with
the report's lack of comprehensiveness have been
piecemeal and.quite uninspiring. The Council did
succeed in completing a list of College rules which,
b e c a u s e t h e y apply to all members' of the
community, arc fair and reasonable. The important
questions of the use of hallucenogenic drugs and
alcohol, parietal hours, and discrimination on the
basis of personal appearance have been indefinitely
"deferred" by the Council.
The proposal for a m e n d m e n t procedures for
the Judicial report appears to be workable. What
students are most concerned with, however, are the
amendments themselves, not the procedures.
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To tho Chairman:
For centuries man has sought
political, economic and religious
solutions to his problems. Those
attempted solutions have been at
times helpful and at times harmful; In any event they usually were
directed
toward symptoms of
man's problems rather than to the
real source and shape of his conscience. Wo propose to do something which is directed to the conscience of mankind.
We are going to acquire a ship
that can transport approximately
three hundred people and sail
around the world as a gesture of
Peace and Universal Brotherhood.
In order to do this we have formed
a non-profit corporation to organize this voyage. We have no affiliations with any political, social,
or reunions organisations. We will
depend solely upon mankind for
support.
Perhaps you would like to bo
one with us. If you cannot come
you might like to help us. There
Is much to be done,
We will try to got a government
ship-—perhaps one of the mothballed Liberty ships-—and adapt
her for our purposes. We will
change a "Ship of War" Into a "Ship
of Peace". The ship will be painted
In beautiful colors by artists. On
her sides she will carry messages
of Peace ami Goodwill from anyone who wishes to send them. In
the course of preparing our ship,
we will prepare ourselves for the
journey. Before as well as during
the voyage, it Is planned that
seminars be held to explore and
express that attitude of Peace,
non-violence and love through discussion and meditation.
None of the persons aboard our
ship will be "passengers". Everyone will have some sort of duty
however small It may seem to be,
We shall all have an Interesting and
enlightening experience.
When our ship Is ready we will
christen her the "Mankind". It
is a good name—for tho whole
purpose of our trip will be to
express the attitude that we are
all one, a seemingly relunctant
brotherhood, with only one world
to live in. We are convinced that
our one and only hope for mankind to survive is by love expressed through a gentle attitude

and kindness shown to
our
brothers.
We intend to leave San Francisco In June 1969, and go to '
many ports. We will sail first
to Hiroshima. There we will say.
that we are sorry for the terrible
bombing that happened. All of us,
Including the Japanese, arc re- •
sponstblo for allowing it to happen;
and our apology will be from mankind, not just from America.
By going to Hiroshima, wa will '
call attention to the specter of :
hydrogen bomb warfare, a specter
wo Imvo all but forgotten except
for a nagging fear In the back of
our minds,
Hiroshima will remind us of '
the possibility of nuclear holocaust; but It can also be a beginning place for a reaffirmatlon
of the nature of God In man.
There Is much despair, Bitterness, and Cynicism In people now,
but' there Is also much reason for
hope. We feel that our ship, "The
Mankind,"
can do much to
symbolize this hope for all.
The world now is full of violence
and conflict. Forces of both concern and hatred appear to have I
become polarized Into opposing I
camps. We feel a closer look [
reveals that man Is more than ever
before concerned with the treat-1
ment of his fellow man. There is- i
more "life-forced" manifest now [
than ever before. This force Is I
expressed
through Love; it is ;
everywhere and it will be aboard <
;
our ship,
:
Wo will never reach a world of;
love through violence. Many who <
feel despair and bitterness now, ;
may turn to violence. In one way ,
this violence and hatred Is to a cor- •
ruptlon of their desire to love and ;
be loved. Because of feelings of i
futility and frustration In finding \
avenues for the expression of f
love*, this love turns to hate. Our \
ship will be such an avenue.
;
We are entering a "New Abe" i
for mankind. It will not be an age I
of conflict in politics, economics,;
and religion, but an age of'Uni-;
vorsallty" In which we realize that i
all men are brothers, that the;
greatest joy in life is loving one i
another, and that we can never;
benefit at the expense of another,';
In this age we will have no cause'
(.continued on Page 5):
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THREE TEACHERS
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Perhaps the most Important requisites tor success as a teacher are
infectious enthusiasm and a thorough knowledge of the subject matter.
To hold 4 student's interest while transmitting information, to him --.
-••• .Jiappy the lot of the instructor who finds this within his power. The key
•• : is relevance, II the ..teacher's words bear any relation to the world
outside the classroom his task is eased.- notably. Every college is
stuffed with men who ignore this elementary truth, with the result
~" that" much arid learning is tossed futilely about with no worthwhile
consequence. To render knowledge relevant to the student is all too
often a tremendous problem.
In Michael Campo's case the problem is a particularly acute one,
for Italian is a subject which few students, with the exception of ItaloAmericans and opera and Renaissance buffs, find relevant to their lives.
After all, one might argue, hardly anyone speaks Italian outside Italy,
few write important scientific or historical treatises in the language,
its great literary age passed centuries ago, and its modern literature
is not widely read in America. It is to Dr. Campo's credit that he has
surmounted this difficulty.
But perhaps this is misleading, for he.iloes.not consider it a difficulty
. at all. His soul is Italian culture — he is Pirandello, Dante, Moravia,
Boccaccio, and ignazio Silone rolled Into one, They have an organic rele: vance to his existence, almost his life blood. For him the transmission of the Italian spirit is not something to be justified, but a'burning
;

necessity,

-

:•

; • ' • •• ,

Italian is vital ,to Doctor Campo, His efforts are all geared toward
making it just as vital to his students. To do so requires that he utilize
all his vitality, information, wit, sensitivity, and charm to the fullest extent. It is a task he undertakes with relish. He questions, chides, emotes
and go.-ii's, all with the intent of involving his students in tlie material.
It is perhapsabLessingthattheenroilmcuitof Italian students is perennially smau, xor the close student-teacher rapport wonderfully enhances
the interplay of ideas and personalities which means much to Dr. Carnpo.
Always he strives to alleviate the drudgery which learning a new language imposes. Interest is of necessity the prime criterion In his selec-*tion of texts. They cover a wide variety of subjects treated in a wide
variety of genres: a comic opera, a canto of the Divine Comedy, a novel
of social comment. He spends every minute trying to impart to his students the enthusiasm which is so great a facet of his personality. And
how could he be otherwise than enthusiastic in talking about his texts,
for they are projections of himself, extensions of his soul.
'But Ms unquenchable enthusiasm is complemented by an encyclopedic
knowledge of all that is Italian. Ask him what he knows' about Ugo Betti,
the dramatist, and.he will reply, "A great deal". He does, and there is
no getting around it. His self-satisfaction must be pardoned, for it is
distinctly Italian. Campo would be incomplete without it.
To express in words the feeling that Dr, Campo tries to transmit
is a difficult job indeed. Italian culture is a term which means many
things to many people, and its essence is too ephemeral to define perfectly. It connotes, among other things, the sense of art pervading all
human activities, the deep beauty of the Italian language, the richness of spiritual tradition, the unique gusto with which the Italian approaches life. In all his classes his purpose Is to guide his students to
the appreciation of this culture.
And that appreciation, in the end, is the purpose of Doctor Campo's
life. He feels the Italian genius in every pore. Dante, Michelangelo,
Galileo, Pirandello, all are his brothers in spirit. The sense of a rich
cultural heritage is one of the greatest gifts civilization can bestow
upon an individual, and it has made Michael Campo a full man. To
keep this heritage continuous is a noble ta.sk, and one to which he, with
all his enthusiasm and knowledge, is uniquely suited.
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The voice is what you notice first. Slightly accented, nasal, and soundine faintly bored, it fills theSeabury classroom. The only other sound is
the regular scratching of pens in notebooks" marred occasionally by outbursts of laughter.
The voice emanates from a small figure pacing the front of the room.
It alternately jumps up and sits down, prowls the width of the lecture
room or perches on the desk. The figure moves with a nervous
intensity that, in anyone else, might be suspected of deriving from
chemical stimulation.
"
?
Whether seated or in motion, the figure glares at the class with
what appears to be fajht~3isiaste. The keys* in the pocket are jingled
loudly, in direct proportion to the speed of movement across the room.
When not surveying the room with alarm, the head may be cocked
back on the shoulders, gazing heavenward as the flow of words continues. In one of less assurance, it might be thought that the lecture
was being cleared with an archangel; here it seems more probable that
God is being asked if he has any questions.
The figure is.of course,fully conscious that he has the undivided attention of the room, from the St, Anthony Hall corner in front to the rare
freshman huddled in back. He is now compared to an actor, now to a
Parliamentary orator; both characterizations have a good deal of truth.
He- takes out a cigarette, raises it to his lips, and removes it as
another burst of language drives it out. He gestures, the match in one
hand, the cigarette in the other. This may happen three times before the
cigarette is actually lit, to the general relief of the class.
With the knowledge of a textbook and the idealism of a prostitute,
George Cooper is teaching History 207.
Probably the most obvious example of Dr. Cooper's uniqueness is
the size of the class. It regularly exceeds one hundred, many of whom
will be present on any given day. A senior who graduated last year
was given to saying that one went to Cooper's class as to a theatre; not
so much to learn as to be entertained. He would then confess that one
did, necessarily, learn a great deal anyway.
Exactly what one does learn covers a wide range. It runs from
expected intelligence, such as the causes of the English Civil War, to
speculations on the legitimacy and personal habits of various English
monarchs, to what a lesser mind, or one less accustomed to teaching
20-year-olds, might regard as somewhat irrelevant. "Later, of course,
the Webbs were named to the peerage. Sidney Webb accepted the title,
but his wife did not, so they would sign themselves Lord Passfield and
Mrs. Webb. It was somewhat embarrassing when they checked into
hotels. They were rather old to be flamboyant."
According to the last Course Analysis, which gave Dr. Cooper what
might be called a rave review, the only place he falls below his standard is where he has to conform to certain teachers' rules, and give
tests. Before one hour test last year, he remarked offhand, -while discussing the test, "Well, of course you all know the English kings and
their dates, so that will be five points." The class, which had not,
set to, and it was indeed five points.
The classes are followed by sessions around Dr. Cooper's desk,
at which time he vents himself on the issues of the day. He manages
to combine a thoroughgoing radicalism in national affairs with a strong
conservatism regarding Trinity, and might be described as 19th
Century Liberal. It was at such a meeting last April that he described
the sit-in students with the phrase, "dude-ranch moralists,"
But perhaps the biggest lesson that will be learned is about Dr.
Cooper himself. "But -we'll see more about that," he remarked one
day last spring, "when we get to the First World War. About which,"
the eyes gleamed, "I know an enormous amount."
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"Is this a dagger which I see before me,
The1 handle toward my hand?"
The face of Macbeth is a mask of agony as he contemplates the murder of his friend Duncan. Mouth agape, eyes Glazed, the features are
strained ant distorted. It is a moment of horror for a man tormented by
SStMacbet i realizes that lie cannot contain the evil forces which have
commtea him. His voice, quivering with emotion, conveys the feeling
tot he is resigned but not resolved to his task. The expression evokes
sympathy — its agony is touching and pitiful.
Suddenly the mask melts into an expression of radiance and Macbeth is submerged in the personality of Professor John Dando. I he
dramatic Xensity of the performance has mesmerized the classroom
S n c e . Each of us is aware that we have participated in a very uncommon educational experience. Apathy,is replaced by empathy, and
all notions of the sterility of the learning process are dissolved. I his
man teaches us the necessity of engaging our hearts, as well as our
minds in the appreciation of literature.
It must be a great effort for the face to capture the grief and despair
of a tragic figure. Dando's engaging sense of humor is better suited
to the comic Mustertngs of Falstaff or the sharp wit of Touchstone,
indeed he combines Falstaff's enthusiasm for cups of sack with Touchstone's scorn for pomposity. This lack of pretentiousness contributes :
to his tremendous appeal. He is easily approached on any mattering, ;
whether academic or personal. Dejected lovers, suffering "the pangs
of despis'd love '.' will often seek his advice, with the result that his
office has been nicknamed "The Confessional." Professor Dando has a
father's concern for his students that transcends the generation gap.
He Is one of the few men who possesses the wisdom of age, while
maintaining the idealism of youth.
Mr Dando's biographers claim that once upon a time he was accosted by the ghost of William Shakespeare. The wraith, it seems
was floating through Glastonbury one night and decided to pay a social
call. Entering through a picture window, the Bard found himself in a
sumptuously decorated living room. "Be this the abode of an humble
scholar?" he mused. "Times certainly have changed." Eventually, the
ghost discovered his humble scholar, sipping a dry martini and watching an old John Barrymore flick. The host did not seem in the least
perturbed by the spirit's presence (after four dry martinis), and with
a great flourish, bade him welcome. "Be thou spirit of health or goblin damn'd," he began, but forgetting Hamlet's next line was forced to
conclude, "I'll drink to theel" "Blasphemy," cried the erstwhile Bard,
"Have you no respect for your elders?" "By heaven,'I'll make a, ghost
of him that. . ." "Enough of your vile punning,, Dand9l'\satd the. ghost
spiritedly, "Who do you think you are? Shakespeare?" Rdn>;emb'ertrig. Himself, he continued, "It is precisely your impious treatment 'of $y' work
that necessitates this visit. During my nocturnal wanderings, I have
overheard students discussing your theory of 'romeo and Juliet'. Let
me make It clear, Dando, that Juliet did not commit suicide because
she was pregnant!"
There are conflicting reports about the events that followed, une,
from an unreliable source, claims that the two got very drunk and
began to reminisce about their experiences with tavern wenches. At
any rate, man and ghost ultimately made a pact. In return for Mr.
Dando's solemn promise to cease his scandalous Interpretations, the
Bard produced the recipe for a sixteenth century drink called the
Hotspur.
Alas, Professor Dando found it impossible to honor his pledge. He
simply could not curb his baser elements, and so continued to swear
that Hamlet was an illegitimate child. Critics claim that this behavior
can be attributed to the vicarious influence of the Hotspur. V
; .
Defying the perverse efforts of critics1 to disclaim Sir WiUiajjys
very existence, hordes of students demand to enter English 381.. Sbnje
are intrigued by rum'ors that the professor has no eqiial in. exposing
' the great Bard as the great Bawd. Others have been told, by wise
old English majors, that a Trinity education is Incomplete without Dando
on Shakespeare. Still others, who have been fortunate enough to know
Mr. Dando, are attracted by his brilliant talents. For he is a man who
can teach even Shylock about love and compassion.

INSIDE
Chairman:
Bus. Wlgr.: . . .
Inside Ed.:
For this issue;
Written material:
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A. Rand Gordon '69
. Leigoton Smith'69
. .David Sarasohn '71
.John P. Osier'70
William C.Fourreman 7 1
David Sarasohn 7 1
Jeffrey Gordon'6S
Russell Rand 7 2
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Universities and the Urban Crisis
I
by Alan Marchisotto

ed. note- this is the first in a
two part series on the university
and Its relation to the urban crisis.
Historically, the university has
remained aloof from society. Over
the years, an,image has arisen of
the intellectual in his "ivory tower"
studying problems that have little
relevence outside the confines of
the academic community. Indeed,
the college, in many respects, is
considered an extra legal institution. Practically speaking, it bord. ers on being a self-contained and
self-sustaining entity. It is a community of a very special nature
within a comunity but its relations
with that larger community oh the
outside approach, for the student at
least, the nonexistent. Somehow,
this position has to be reconciled
with the aims of an education;
that is, to prepare each student
for meaningful citizenship in that
"outside" world. It is, for those
who have not lost sight of this
educational goal, a difficult task.
The universities, I believe, have
been left behind by the tremendous
changes that have overtaken American society in the past, generation or so. The rise of technoology, the growth of the urban
centers, the communication explosion have, in certain respects,
increased the gap between these
two communities. This is not due
to lack of understanding on the
part of the universities. We are
literally inundated with professorial dissertations oh the nature of
society and the forces that alter
it. The biggest problem appears
to be in the classroom. A vague
sense of irrelevancy hovers around
each meeting of teacher and student., The Regional Plan Association of New York in its report on
education states that colleges
"have felt a need to-resist too
intimate a contact with urbanism
lest they get trapped in a parochial, trade school, current problems type of education. Thus, they
have reached for the general, the
"world view" in education and research, neglecting in the process
the nearby — and quite remarkable — urban problems and
issues."
For the remainder of this century at least, the problems of urban America are going to occupy

center stage. They will have to
be solved If society Is going to
continue evolving in an upward direction. The arguments put forward, then, for resisting close contact with one's surroundings are no
longer sound for a modern university. How many undergraduates
turned out into the world today have
a working knowledge of urban
economics, urban political structure's, or even a rudimentary
knowledge of city planning? How
many know what a community
renewal program is or, for that
matter, exactly what an urban renewal project entails? These are
just the basics. Yet America's
"future leaders" are being turned
loose on society with little knowledge of'-the problems they are supposed to solve. The fact that
someone may be going into
"business" or law or, for that
matter, professional sports, does
not-exempt him. Urban problems
are going to touch each and every
individual in America If for no
other reason than it contains the
ingredients for the total destruction of society. No one can stand
aloof from the challenge.
I.have purposely not talked directly about Trinity. The problem
of institutional lag is a general
one. Trinity and its students are
offered a great challenge, though,
by virtue of our location. Hartford is not one of the major spread
city type urban areas In America,
but in its own small way, It runs
the gamut of <ul the social ills
commonly found in New York or
Chicago. The challenge is even
greater here than in a larger
urban area in that there is the
added danger of neglect. This is
what has contributed to the unliyableness of so many other areas.
Hartford has the opportunity to
attack its problems relatively
early in its modern development —
to experiment and act.
Trinity can and should play a
leyan, by virtue of their locations,
cannot compete here.
There have baen sporadic attempts aimed at involvement in
the North End or some other
troubled area of the city, but these
have been rather hesitant feelers
into the outside community. They

involve few students and fewer administrators or faculty members.
What is needed is a total approach
on the part of the College as a
whole, as a community toward insignificant role here. Hartford can
be a valuable asset « a workshop
affording practical opportunities
that tew other colleges of comparable size can equal. Certainly
a Williams, a Bowdoin. or a Wesvolvement not just physically but
academically. This means new
courses.new departments,new lecture series. Basically it means
change — a recognition of the
transformation taking place in society and a willingness to respond
to it. The old adage of change or
die is still "as valid today as it
ever was, except that today one
has to change faster and oftener.
Next week — specific roles the
university can fulfill in regard to
urban problems.
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(Continued from Page 4)
to fear or mistrust anyone. This
will come about as we overcome
our doubts, guilt, fears and selfishness, These barriers separating
man will be removed aboard our
ship. We hope this will be true
for people all over the world. We
want everyone to identify with our
trip, and what we are trying to
create, a pure gesture of love.
Wherever in the world we stop,
we will offer flowers, music, singing and dancing. We will have gifts
for children made by other children. We will express our feelings
as a group as well as personally.
After our ship leaves Hiroshima,
we will go where we think we can
best express our theme of brotherhood; but we will consider the
safety and well being of everyone
on the ship as well as the people
in the ports of call. We would like
to stop in China, Vietnam, Africa,
India, and Europe.
As we mentioned before we plan
to leave in June, 1969. If you wish
to go with us, or to contribute In

any way please write to MANKIND..
BIG SUR, CALIFORNIA...93920.
Those who wish to go with us will
receive a letter explaining all of
the details. If any school organization or interested group of individuals wishes to take on as a
project helping us In this endeavor,
we will be pleased to send a
speaker from our group to talk
with you.
We will be supported entirely by
donations from passengers and
others who wish to contribute with
their messages. We are willing to
take passengers who cannot afford
their own expenses. However since
we are funded only by donations, we
hope that everyone will make an
effort to offer something. In the
final analysis, the only ticket you
need to come aboard the Mankind
is a loving heart, good vibrations,
and a feeling of Oneness with
others, ,'
..

Mankind

The Nixon Thing: A Screenplay
by James Petersen

OUTSIDE the State Armory, the
500 students of "the coalition"
(Trinity, Uof H, Wesleyan) pressed
against the double steel doors and
wooden barricades. Occasionally
they screamed chants.
Across the parking lot a baby
elephant was chained to a lamp
post. Rented for the evening,
draped in a thin flourescent orange
Nixon-Agnew banner, the GOP's
traditional mascot occasionally
screamed.
Several buses pulled into the
lot and deposited the proHumphrey (or atbestpro-Ribicoff)
demonstrators. Rented for the
evening, clad in their retail clerk's
union garb, the Democrat's traditional
mascots
occasionally
screamed.
A student unfurled a black flag.
INSIDE the double steel doors,
a fire marshal for political inclinations beyond the call of duty
refused admittance to demonstrators, although over 200 seats re-

mained empty.
Seated in chairs were the 5000
Republican supporters. A succession of preliminary speakers
stroked out applause, until the
audience squirmed, waiting for the
man to come.
Thirty "hecklers" who had obtained entrance roamed around
the floor looking at the freaks, then
finally gathered in one area, fashioning makeshift NO & Nix placards from the Nixon signs
supplied by the party regulars.
Then, the man arrived.
And the crowd ejaculated a cloud
of balloons toward the rafters, and
their applause, picked up by microphones throughout the PA system, pulsed in release.
The demonstrators ran around,
and yelled a little.
The man's first remarks were
to the effect that at Nixon speeches
the applause drowned out the hecklers.
The demonstrators ran around

and yelled a little.
The crowd applauded. Some tried
to hide the demonstrators from TV
cameras with large Nixon posters,
resulting in the confusing television coverage of dissenting voices .
coming from large clusters of
Pro-Nixon banners.
The man made secondary remarks.
The demonstrators ran around
and yelled a little.
The crowd applauded.
Two students rapped with a group
of black "Nixon Girls." They had
come to represent "soul." and
finding tha"t the man did not represent soul, discarded their banners and joined the group.
The man made concluding remarks.'
The demonstrators ran around
and yelled a little.
The crowd applauded.
Outside the masters unchained
the elep.hant and sent it home. Vice
versa the retail workers.
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by Tim Moran

"There are two kinds of peo- of revolution.
student body yesterday, Reynolds
(Continued from Page 1)
But, Goode Insists, "You and I
Using the ideas of Frantz Fan-,
Their findings will al.*:> be pre- claims, "The white problem, the ple: colonizers and natives."
know the issue was how can colonnon,
Goode
discussed
the
problems
stated
Reverend
Edward
Goode
In
racial
problem,
the
economic
sented to the class. Sue) specific
izers keep the natives in their
examples of injustice should en- problem (whatever you choose to a lecture deliverd on the Negro of racism and prejudice in the place. You colonizers won again
Hartford
area.
He
explained
that
Revolution
to
the
Religion
231
courage direct action by the citi- label it) in the United States is
not being dealt with quickly enough, (Racial Conflict) class in McCook the housing in the city of Hartford ...but can you keep up your pace?"
zens, Hurst added.
is notoriously poor, and that about
enough,
efficiently Auditorium on Friday.
The sub-committee on internal honestly
Goode, a graduate of Yale Di- 85% of the units in the city are
education plans much the same enough, nor unselfishly enough."
program though primarily directed "Now is the time when we can do, vinity School and the Associate rent occupied. "This means that
to the college com.Ti unity. The moreover, we must do the most" Director of the Social Services there are too damn many absentee
chairman is Jack R. Anderson. he added. Reynolds concluded, Department of the Greater Hart- landlords," he said.
Goode charged: "Hartford is a
Paul S. Khoury '69, chairman of It's not too late to seek a new ford Council of Churches, claimed
that Hartford is not in the throes town of assimilados. One out of THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10
the scholarship commission plans world."
every four persons here is Black,
to explore all possibilities of obBoston University Graduate
But only one out of nine persons
taining funds, from student work
School-Senate Room
on the City Council can call me
days to the sponsoring of a soulDuke University Law
music concert.
'brother'. No black man heads
School-Alumni Lounge.
Travelers, Aetna, or the Phoenix.
An organizational meeting of the
School of International AfAnd none sits with their Board of
entire Committee on Race and Pofairs.
Columbia - Elton
Trustees
unless
it
is
to
fulfill
verty will be held Wednesday, 9:15
Lounge.
in Wean Lounge. Reynolds asserts
For the 15th time in its 146- ored with a Chapter of Phi Beta some kind of native errand like the
one I'm fulfilling right now."
that wide student "attendance and year history, Trinity College will Kappa in 1845.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11
Even the local Television staparticipation" is vital since the inaugurate a new president.
. At the ceremony the invocation
"projects will have no hope of mations
show
prejudice,
according
On Saturday (October 12) in tra= will be delivered by the Rev. Alan
Temple University School
turing without the energy of many ditional ceremonies, Dr. Theodore C. Tull, coliege chaplain. Greet- to Goode: "You are now looking
of Law - Elton Lounge
of us."
D. Lockwood, who assumed office ings will be delivered by Leonard at one of two Black people in
Indiana University School of
In a circular released to the on July 1, will be formally inaugu- P. Mozzi, class of 1969 and presi- Connecticut who regularly host a
Law - Senate Room.
rated as the 15th president of Con- dent of the Student Senate; Dr. T.V. show. And my show Is a
Harvard Law Schoolnecticut's second oldest college. Lawrence W. Towle, secretary of public service five minute spot
Alumni Lounge.
Approximately 2,500 guests, the faculty; and by Hartford at- focusing on the social problem;; of
delegates, faculty and students are torney, John L. Bonee, president the Greater Hartford area," he
TUESDAY, OCTOBER IS
expected to witness the ceremony of the Trinity National Alumni stated.
at 3 p.m. on the college quad- Association.
Goode went on to explain the
Columbia Business Schoolrangle. In the event of bad weather
G, Keith Funston, representing problem over the defeat of the
Alumni Lounge.
the investiture ceremony will be the selection committee of the bonding issue for a new Weaver
Students Interested In havheld in the College's Memorial Trustees, will present Dr. Lock- High School, Ostensibly, he obing an interview with any of the
Field House.
wood for inauguration. Funston was served, the problem involved was
the location of the school, its re- above graduate school repreAmong the delegates will be the 13th president of Trinity.
sentatives, please sign up in
lationship to the University of
Dr.
Lockwood,
a
1948
graduate
by Greg Firestone
representatives of 135 colleges an:l
the Placement Office as soon
Hartford,
and
the
matter
of
high
of
Trinity
and
former
Dean
and
universities including 31 presias possible.
The scuba club, parachuting dents. In addition 22 learned soci- Provost at Union College, will be pressure local Democratic Party
club, and the outing club were es- eties and professional educational formally Invested by Lyman C. politics.
tablished at the college last week. associations will be represented at Brainerd, chairman of the Trinity
Mather Program Assistant David the ceremony. The delegates Trustees.
The new president will then deKnowlton, who organized the clubs, include representatives of all the
Marion's
stated that he had not requested institutions of higher learning in liver his inaugural address. The
funds from the Physical Education Connecticut. The order of the pro- lit. Rev. Walter H. Gray, Bishop
Luncheonette
Department or the Student Senate. cession of delegates, based on the of the Episcopal Diocese of Con/tfit
He did, however, leave open the year of founding of the institution, necticut, will give the benediction.
A luncheon for delegates will
possibility that the clubs, once ranges from Oxford University,
under student leadership may indi- founded in the 12th century, to South precede the ceremonies and a
Over the Rocks
•. vidually request aid.
Central
Community College, reception in the student center for
ftttuhpole, jfloore, QTrpon
In its first meeting, the para- founded earlier this year in delegates and guests will follow
Good Things to Eat
the inauguration.
chuting club set up a temporary Hamden, Conn.
U5 afplum rftcttt
planning committee. They will con(INI! Ill' AUKIIIf.VK PINK STORKS
Representatives
of learned
6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Weekdays
tact Parachute Incorporated and
CLtHtt m HOMUY
make the necessary arrangements societies and professional associations
include
Phi
Beta
Kappa,
Open
Sunday
9
2
p.m.
5
«
p.m.
for parachute jumping near
Orange, Massachusetts. The only founded in 1770, to the Connecticut
problem the group faces, other Conference of Independent Colthan money, is getting parent per- leges, 1967. Trinity was the eighth
mission slips for those men under college in the nation to be honFrom
21. It is hoped, however, said
Knowlton, that parents will realize
Est. 1906
that ''there have been 80,000 conThe
DINNER and RESTAURANT
secutive jumps without one fatality." The cost of the lessons
175 Washington Street
Washington
G.I. Whitehead
and first actual jump should be
approximately $20 per person.
and
Barber Shop
Normally the rates are $40 per
person, however, the committee
Son, Inc.
Serving Trinity for Over 20 Years
has well over the 40 men. neces• 3 Expert Barbers
sary for special discount rates.
Open 6 a.m. to 1 a.m. - Every Day
• Razor Cutting
Further jumps should cost about
$10,
• "
• Hair Styling
VGENERAL
The scuba club, which also met
• Ladies & Children's
AUTO REPAIRING
last week, hopes to use the pool
Hair Cutting
at the college. Due to a substantial
". . . there is no career that can match business in diverresponse, they will require less
25 HOUR
sity of intellectual interest... A vigorous, free society
contributions from their'members
Free Parking
TOWING SERVICE
than the parachuting club. The
calls for the highest type of business leadership
'"
scuba club, as with the parachuting
257
New
Britain
Ave.
club, will not admit any member
Tel. Jackson. 7-5218
who has any serious physical
Sal Giocoland
THE STANFORD UNIVERSITY
207 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
handicap.
HARTFORD, CONN.
247-8235
The outing club is planning such
activities as camping, hiking, and
GRADUATE SCHOOL
canoeing. The club will also diversify into other areas of outdoor
recreation.
'
OF BUSINESS

Placement

Ceremonies Planned for
Lockwood's Inauguration

New Clubs
Established
By Knawlton

Welcome
Newcomers

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY

Special This Week O v e f C O C l t S

99^

One Day Service
Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
Expert Tailoring
Basement Cook A
All ButThe Linen Service Will Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00

invites you to meet its Admissions Representative,

Assistant Dean Hannemann,
Director of Admissions, on Oct. 21, 1968
to discuss the Stanford M.B.A. and Ph. D. Programs in
Business Administration. Appointments to meet with
Dean Hannemann may be made through the
Director of Placement
The M.B.A. Program is a two-year general management
course particularly designed for students who have
majored in liveral arts, humanities, science, and engineering. The purpose of the Doctoral Program is to
train scholars for the stimulating challenge open to
business educators, researchers, and innovators
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The Cockpit:
Wesleyan Parietal System
Letting Off Steam
Encourages Self-Regulation
(Continued from Page 1)

in the community.
An Argus editorial declares that
the new plan "forces small groups
of people to be specific, about acceptable behavior and about the
civil rights of students, and to
correct and condemn 'unacceptable
. behavior in accordance with their
own individualized principles,"
The East College facility of
Wesleyan submitted a proposal to
the three man review board after
a 74-1 vote in favor of new hours.
The proposal declared that it-is
the responsibility of each member
of the dorm to define the term
"gentlemanly conduct" for himself
and to act accordingly, reported
G.B. Rainer, a resident of East
* College. Included in the document,
revealed Rainer, is a stipulation
for a judiciary board to hear
complaints and to judge the extent
of infringement on the privacy of
any member by another.
Commenting on our own system,
the College's dean of students,
Roy Heath noted that in the present
system at -Trinity there is a large
division between practice and
policy in relation to parietal?.
Heath pointed out that it is impractical to implement any system
of enforcement of parietal regulations without a large expenditure
of money. Along the same' line of
policy vs. practice, Etherington
of Wesleyan maintained that there
is- a need for "honesty of rela« tionships, • in the college com-,
munitv
j Complaints against the 'hew
Wesleyan tsyStern'iwere rkis ed in an
ARGtJ5J " editorial. 'The first -observed that under. • the old system
it was difficult for.; a student to
raise a complaint against another.
The new system with its defined
standards will make it extremely
difficult for a student to assert
his rights. Bob Pippin '70, answered this assertion by pointing
out that while a formal complaint

Tutors Wanted
'To assist grade school children
*
from
\ - Charter.Oak Terrace,,
f We.dnesday.s4t6;5 p.m.
:
:
beginning October 23
;

'•;..

. . ' A t . ' ^ .-

• \

' St. James' Episcopal Church,
75 Zion Street
(Just over the rocks)
Contact:
the Rev. Robert Wellner
524-5405 or 666-5715
Peter Elvin '69,
South Campus B 301 (278-4719
Program Director
Peter Landcrman, '63.

Tommy's
Barber
Shop
VISIT
TOMMYS BARBER SHOP
'• •» a clean, modern shop,
pleasing in furnishings, color
•and atmosphere, where you
are jure to get a real good
haircut and the best in professional service. Just one
m i n u t e walk from Field
House.
105 New Britain Avenue
Near Brood Street

by Ric .Hendee

will be more difficult to make, a
better understanding between students will be promoted and it will
be the responsibility of students
to discuss with each other what
they believe to be infringements
upon their rights.
The editorial warns that "the new
situation requires a delicacy of
procedure in all parietal areas,
which, under the old system perhaps did not seem so vital."
Along the lines of Heath's practice vs. policy idea, a letter to
the Argus affirms that it is desirable to live by the standards
we set and'eontinues that''the rules
are to be our own; the responsibility will be real, the obligation
imperative, and the enforcement
critical."
Senate Committee to Study the
Report of the Commission on Regulatory Procedures may recommend rejection of the proposed
judicial system. William H. Reynolds '71, committee Chairman,
disclosed in an interview Sunday
that the Committee would recommend either rejection or a "very

reluctant acceptance."
The Committee harbours two
schools of thought on the proposed
system, Reynolds disclosed. None
of the members are enthusiastic
about the report. Some favor
passing it for the sake of" cleaning
the slate for more important subjects." These students, according
to Reynolds, view the proposal as
a "point of departure" now that the
Trinity College Council is finalizing provisions for ammending it.
Others see no sense in approving
a system that will need immediate
amendment.
When questioned about an
implied moral issue In the parietal
hours question, Pippin said that
parietal regulations are the last
of the outdated IN LOCO PARENTIS
position that the college is slowly
abolishing. He denied any moral
implication and affirmed that the
question is merely one of a student's rights in his own room.
Pippin cited as the ultimate situation the end to a residential college and the student body residing
in off-campus apartment facilities.

COMPACT Endorses
Lowenstein, O'Dwyer

The executive committee of the
Committee for Political Action
(COMPACT) has endorsed the candidacy of two New York Democrats running for Congress, it
was announces Sunday, night. The
candidates are Allard 'K. Lowen-stein, candidate for the House of
Representatives, Fifth Congressional District, and PaulO'Dwyer,
candidate for the Senate.
Eolf Jenson '71, speaking for
COMPACT'S campaign co-ordinating subcommittee, announced
the endorsements,' and urged students to actively work for these
candidates.
According to Jenson, both candidates face strong opposition from
Republican
candidates. "What
makes it tougher," he continues,
"is the fact that the Democratic
party organization Is offering little
help." Jensoa asserted this was
because
of
Lowenstein and
O'Dwyer's : refusals to endorse
Hubert Humphrey.
Both candidates1, who Jenson
calls "militant doves" have consistently opposed Hubert Humphrey's position on the War in
Vietnam.
The COMPACT endorsement of
Lowenstein begins by stating that
he "has persistently defended and
advanced the politics of equality
for almost twenty years." Commenting on O'Dwyer, the endorsement hailed "his record as a
leader in the Reform Democratic
Movement and a legal advisor for
various civil rights projects.
Representatives of both candidates have confirmed the need of
volunteers
in
the campaign.
Lowenstein aide Paul M. Offner
has announced that a house-byhouse canvass of the congressional
district will be in progress for the
next four weekends. Offner termed
the canvass operation "critically
necessary" in order to counteract
strong Republican sentiment.
John Burris, one of O'Dwyer's
volunteer co-ordinators, pointed
out that volunteers for O'Dwver

were needed all over New York
state. Burris cited New York City
and Westchester county as especially important areas close
to Trinity.
Both Burris and Offner announced that a room and most
meals would be given to each
worker.
The following are the COMPACT
endorsements of Lowenstein and
O'Dwyer:
COMMITTEE FOR POLITICAL
ACTION
•
'
STATEMENT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, COMPACT;
OCTOBER 6: •
Allard Lowenstein has persistently defended and advanced the
politics of equality fpr almost
twenty years. Beginning as president of the National Student Association in 1950, fighting McCarthyism, he has shown a willingness to defend just but unpopular causes. A' member of the
board of directors of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference,
Lowenstein helped organize the
Missippi Freedom Vote of 1963.
Mr. Lowenstein is probably best
known as founder of the Conference
of Concerned Democrats,
the
organization that created Senator
Eugene McCarthy's campaign for
president. Lowenstein's support of
. Senator McCarthy originated with
their mutual opposition to the War
in Vietnam, which Lowenstein has
called "morally, political!-, and
economically indefensible.'
Because of his consistant support of a truly progressive and
liberal movement in American
society, the executive committee
of the Committee for Political
Action warmly endorses the candidacy of Allard K. Lowenstein
for Congress, Fifth Congressional
District, New York. We encourage,
students to actively work for Mr.
Lowenstein in this important campaign.
STATEMENT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. COMPACT,

James M. Howard
Coilegemaster Represen.

THE COLLEGE PLAN
for
THE COLLEGE MAN

225-8757

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

Through the inefficiency of a
surprisingly stubborn maintenance
staff, the college steambath remains cold and unattended. Consequently, many of Trinity's fat
students have been forced to search
elsewhere for the suitable solitary
environment to relax, unwind, and
just think.
Pursuing this goal, I stumbled
into a poorly marked Connecticut
State Park on Avon Mountain recently. When I finally left the park,
three hours later, I realized that I
had discovered one of the finest,
cheapest, and closest natural diversions in the Hartford area.
Gigantic Penwood State Park is a
wooded section near the top of
Avon Mountain, which is traversed
and bisected by over a hundred
miles of beautiful trails. The park
is practically devoid of picnic
tables, garbage cans, and signs.
It is entirely free from litter of
any sort, screaming kids, and their
screaming parents, and the destruction of human negligence which
is so much a part of our national
park system.
Penwood has a narrow asphalt
road which wiggles and cuts
through thick forest^ by streams
and rock formations, and, ten miles
later, has circled back to meet
itself at the park entrance (on
Route Nine past Bloomfield en
route to Simsbury). At the far end
of the large circle a well-kept
pasture serves as the park's only
picnic area. There are fields large
enough for the various athletictype recreations a picnicing group
might desire.
The essence of the park is the
system of paths that explore the
woodlands in and around, the circular asphalt drive. These wide
and distinguishable paths offer diverse forest settings: some cutting
higher up the mountain through
thick oak and pine groves, others
heading down by small streams

and swamps through plant growth
characteristic of lower land. Thick
moss carpets the path and forests
in most sections and diverse rock
formations are abundant. Wild
flowers and forest animals thrive
in this protected area. The October foliage color explosion, a lack
of summer bugs, and the natural
dryness of autumn make this the
best season for enjoying this
beautiful setting. All this only ten
miles from the campus; for free.
Recommended for the William
Wordsworth who would rather stay
in Hartford is Elizabeth Park on
Asylum Avenue in West Hartford,
just beyond Hartford College.
Though heavily populated and
much, much less natural, the large
and pretty park is a good escape
from the campus and all that it
suggests. There is a well tended
rose garden and a grand collection of local femininity.
Other areas suited for a Sunday
drive, hike, or picnic are usually
found west of us in the Avon
Mountain-SImsbury Village area.
A beautiful park with forest
trails, surrounds the West Hartford reservoir on Farmingtori
Road. Between Simsbury and
Farmington farmland, cider mills,
and beautiful New England homes
are shuffled in with thickly wooded
areas.
Yet the real enthusiast should
continue further Northwest to the
park at Barkhamsted Reservoir
4 (near the Massachusetts border)
which offers more rugged timberland than the areas surrounding
Hartford.
So, at least this month, abandon
the fraternity bar room or the
bathroom stall as your area of
solitary escape and hike through
a bit of New England. You said
one of the reasons you came to
Trinity was to see a different part
of the country--so see it ( and
, we'll get that steambath going before the snow begins.to fly).

Frosh Whip M I T , 2-1
Soccer at Trinity now sports
another Griesinger to "haunt the
opposition. Last Saturday, in the
Frosh opener at Trinity, Pete
Griesinger scored both Trinity
goals to lead the Bantams to a
2-1 victory over the M.I.T. frosh.
Pete's brother Al ('68) was a star
fullback for Coach Roy Dath's
Varsity.
The game started as an evenly
matched
contest, but midway
through the first quarter Griesinger scored with an assist from
Center Doug Snyder.
Tech's lone goal came early in
the second quarter on a fluke shot
that bounced past the Trinity
goalie. The score was now tied at
1 all. Suprred on by this goal the
M.I.T. team came alive and actually outplayed our Bantams for the
only time all afternoon.
In the second half Trinity came
back strong, and at times turnedOCTOBER C.
The executive committee of the
Committee for Political Action today announces its firm endorsement of Paul O'Dwyer, candidate
for the United States Senate from
New York.
Mister. O'Dwyer's record as a
leader in the Reform Democratic
Movement has been highly noteworthy. His efforts as an attorney
on behalf of New York ghetto
dwellers, as well as the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party
In 1964, have been equally irn-.
. pressive.
. '
Mr. O'Dwyer has consistently
called for an immediate ceasefire in Vietnam;,he further supported the minority report on
Vietnam of the Democratic National Convention, 1968, which
called for an unconditional end to
the United States bombing of
North Vietnam.

the game into a halMleld scrimmage. Griesinger: scored
his
second goal mid-way through the
third quarter on a pass from Tom
Robinson. Trinity pelted the Tech
goalie, with shots • throughout the
rest of the contest, however he
made some exceptional saves,
Coach Shults had praise
for
both right wing Griesinger, and his
center halfback Bayard (Barney)
Fiechter, who was a defense stalwart thwarting many Tech scoring
threats. He concluded by stating,
"I am pleased with the, way the
boys are coming along. They played
well, but the final score should
have been 2-0."
The next frosh soccer game will
be this Friday, October 11, at
Springfield. Starting time will be
3:00.

Khoury...
•(Continued from Page 8
factor this season.
Mississippi 7 - Georgia O; Last
week, Bear Bryant caught pnsumonia walking on Mississippi
water. Covering this game tor
A.B.C. .will be Ross Bamett and
James Brown.
Kentucky 28 - Oregon State 17:
Kentucky Col. Harlan Sanders is ;
developing a new recipe for this
game — it's called "Beaver pie".
Doves Morton and Morse will
be dining together with "Happy"
Chandler. This game is what Mr.
Titus calls a "mild upset".
.
:
Trinity 21 - Tufts 14: The Bantams will need a strong effort
to defeat the Jumbos. But with
the likes of Bernardoni, Martin,
Cancelliere, James, and Knapp,
the task will be accomplished with
aplomb, or more likely a bomb.
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Roumain Tallies Two

Booters Belt M.I.T.
by Pete Wentz

several fine saves to keep M.I.T.
scoreless.
Defensemen Roger Richard,
Tom Kauffman, Manny Martins,
and Mike Beautyman kept the ball
in M.I.T. territory most of the
time.
The second and third Trinity
squads, inserted by Dath very early
in the game, did almost as well
as the first-stringers. They kept
the ball consistently in M.I.T, territory. Coach Dath also had an
opportunity to test his goalies.
After Loeb, he introduced Henry
Snavely, George Wheelwright, and
Larry McClure into the game. McClure, who was goalie for last
year's frosh, played most of the BREAKING THROUGH: Trinity's Dave Kiarsis (42) is en route to one of the three touchdowns he scored
second half, holding the Engineers against Bates, aided by a block from center Barry Sheckley (51). Junior fullback Jim Tully (36), who also
scoreless.
(Sample photo)
scored a touchdown, runs interference.
Coach Dath's troops prepare for
the second game of the season this
Friday against the Tufts Jumbos.
BANTAM BANTER: Sophomare
Alan Gibby made several fine
shots, but was unable to score...
Thigh injuries to Roumain, Blixt,
by-Judd Froeman
and Beautyman did not prevent
quarterback who had one of his Matava burglary. After hitting
them from starting, but Coach Dath
James with a 26 yard toss, he
Quarterback Jay Bernardonl worst career efforts, quickly threw
took them out as soon as Trinity faded to pass as several impos- a misguided pass to Bantam corcollaborated with Martin for a
had the game in hand...An inter- ing- Bates linemen poured in. nerback, Haldy Gifford. Murphy
28 yard bomb.
esting parallel occurred in the "Bird" then flipped a soft screen prevented another Trinity score by
The second half produced little
Trinity scoring — the American- to sophomore halfback Dave Kiar- tackling Gifford on .the 30.
in the way of fireworks as Miller
born players (Wiles, Beatty, John- sis on his left. The 200 pound Bernardoni wasted no tim>2 tak- substituted freely. Bates netted six
son, and Megna) scored as many spoedster cut over the middle ing advantage of the break. He
points when Dick Magnan grabbed
and raced 52 yards for a T.D. spotted split. end Ron Martin in a • blocked punt and scooted 48
with only 2:25 playing time elaps- the clear and hit him with a 30-yard
yards In the third period.' He was
ed. Gone was Bates' unscored six pointer. Before Martin retired
a standout on an otherwise porous
upon defensive record and soon from the offense, he made eight
unit. The last pleasurable moment*
the Lewiston, Maine invaders' 2-0 receptions for 157 yards and three
for the Cats occurred in the waning
slate. As the play initiated a 41 touchdowns.
minutes when Murphy hit his fresh- point first half and a 48-19 con- A shattered Bobcat crew could man receiver. Ken Ericksberg,
quest before 4000 delighted fans not recover from this blow.Palling with a 15 yard scoring effort.
on Jessee Field.
to move the ball, the Mainers
Sandwiched between the Bates
Next week the Hilltoppers en- punted to the Trin 39. Eleven plays touchdowns was the concluding
gage another undefeated foe as later the Bantams were across the Hilltopper foray, a 34 yard Berthey travel to Medford, Mass, to enemy goal. After getting a first nardoni to Martin completion. With
tackle Tufts. The Jumbos have down by a rough play penalty on a this toss the junior signal caller
rolled up impressive victories Hilltopper punting attempt, Ber- left the game to watch Mark For-'
over Drexel, 28-7, and Gettys- nardoni went to the air. In a repeat mica and Matava direct the attack,
burg, 28-22.
'
screen pass, Kiarsis zoomed 17 "Bird" managed 14 connections in
• Playing without halfback Web yards to extend the lead to 28-7 24 attempts for 281 yards and five
Jones, fullback Rick Harvey, tack- early in the second stanza.
T.D.'s.
le Dan Nichols, and kickerSheldon
Near,the end of the first half
Kiarsis finished with 124 yards
Crosby, Trinity figured to be under Trinity added two quick tallies to in 15 carries while Tully had 110
added pressure to make amends for put the contest out of reach. Dan yards in 11 attempts excluding a
last week's' setback. But Coach Battles ended a Bates' drive with
72 yard break-away which was
Don Miller found he could exper- a goalline interception. Following whistled back.
iment at will as the Bantams a return of 26 yards by the deOn defense Matava stole three,
successfully attacked weak spots
stalwart, Kiarsis shook aerials while John Warmbold had
in their opponents' armor from the fensive
loose from several pursuers and two thefts and a fumble recovery.
outset.
skipped down the sidelines to a 62 Captain Mike Cancelliere, Pete.,
After the early Trin score, Bates yard scoring jaunt with 1:45 re- Meacham, Jack Flaherty, and Gifcapitalized on a short punt from maining;
ford all turned impressive persubstitute kicker, Mike James, who
SACKING INTO IT: Pete Wiles attempts to kick the ball away from
Only five plays later, Bernarformances in this crucial battle
had
inherited
the
job
due
to
Mark
doni took advantage of a George
for Miller's forces.
an M.I.T. defender as Marty Williams (9)looks on.
Comeau's
bad
knee.
Elusive
end,
(Sample photo)
Walt Jackson, grabbed a Jim Murmore in the starting lineup, used goals as the foreigners (Williams, phy pass at the Hilltopper foursome Abi Haji-like movestoscore Roumain, and Hajl). Maybe teen and then, lateraled to Paul
his second period goal. The Haitian American soccer isn't dead after Hart. The frosh running back
aative maneuvered the ball around all.
scrambled to paydirt to deadlock
With my second set of predicSyracuse 33 - Pittsburgh 7: After .'
the M.I.T. defenseman and made
the war.
tions comes a challenge that must a strong win over U.C.L.A., the I
.the score 2-0 with 15 minutes left
No one even had time to sit
be met by Mr. Titus; I invite this Orange will easily roll over Pi#.. (
until halftime.
down before Trinity was on the gentleman to pick just afewgamcjs Syracuse will once again use her f
.Marty Williams was the next to
TRINITY
BATES
board again. Junior fullback Jim
that can belabeled as close by his
ground attack behind i
21
First Downs
1.6
'score. He took a pass from Alan
Tully found a gaping hole on the followers. Mr. Titus's conserva- powerful
204
New Yards Rushing
Newton
and
Bulicz to triumph, j
37
Gibby and smashed the ball in from
right side and charged 62 yards tive estimates may cause the Tri35/18 Passes A t t / C o m p .
56/26
Arkansas 28 - Baylor 14: The J
10 yards out.
on the first play Xrom scrimmage pod to lose its diverse groups of
315
Yards Passing
215
519
T o t a l Offense
'252
With 12 minutes left in the half,
following the kickoff. Ted Parrack readers, and therefore, jeopardize Razorbacks are on the way to f
Passes
Coach Dath inserted the second
added the PAT,..one of six he con- my comfortable situation. If Mr. avenging their poor record (4-5-1) !
7
1
1ntercepted by
string. Abi Hajl also made his first
verted during the afternoon, to give Titus comes out with any more of last year. Beating T.C.U, last i
1
Fumbles Lost
2
appearance in the clash. The con- 9/29 Punting Average
6/36.S
the blue-and-gold a 14-7 margin. prognostications of the yawning week was no small feat. Watch j
78
Yards Penalized
41
troversial Kenyan was in the game
Murphy, an all New England sort, Dick Nixon may ask him to be Arkansas QB - Montgomery throw '
':
only 20 seconds when he attempted
- Secretary of Defense; or does Mr. ' the ball.
a long shot from 30 yards out. The
Titus pick Mr. Nixon on November
ball hit the goal post,and xicho5?
The Standings:
cheted to Roumain, who had a
Purdue 35 - Ohio State 21; Once
Mr. Titus
17-for20
clearer shot for his second goal
the best team in the country will
of the afternoon.
correct
-.850
triumph. Keys desires the HeisMr. Khoury
5-for-10
man trophy, and he can become
Later in the period, with
the solid favorite with a sterling
correct .500
Trinity's third string in, M.I.T.'s
effort. Don't count the Buckeyes
George Noll scored the only goal
out of it, however. Hayes has field. for his team with 1:36 left in the
t/.S.C, 24 - Stanford 17: O. J,
ed the best team' in over a decade
half.
will cross the goal line two more
and
the
winner
of
this
game
will
The Bantam assault continued
take the Big Ten, and go on to the times Saturday against the tough,
into the second half. Johnson
defense-minded Indians. Stan-,
Rose Bowl.
scored in the third period on-an
ford's topless coed will kick-offj
assist by Buzz McCord. Beatty,
Boston College 21 -VillanovalO: her new campaign for student-!
Haji, and sophomore Ron Megna
I understand that Pope Paul has body President at half-time, Un-j
added fourth quarter goals to top
sent complimentary tickets to Car- fortunately no T V coverage In;
off the Soccer opener.
dinal O'Boy" "or this game If the East,
: !
Trinity's offense Wasn't the only
Villanova wf .he encyclical mav
Princeton
21
Dartmouth
1-7,1;
key to Saturday's victory, however.
be reversec 'ray!
Pete
Donovan
will
again
kick
a
Only In the first period did M.I.T. THE FIRST: Pete Wiles scores the first goal of the season for Trinity.
Texas W Oklahoma 7: Great
muster a serious challenge to
Classic, bt mervative football field goal, but the Tigers will nof
permit his feet to be the dpeidm?
(Devjne photo)
Trinity's goal. Goalie Loeb made
is dull.

Soccer Coach Roy Dath's main
problem at the beginning :.u this
year was to find some ac iring
punch to replace the loss of leading
scorer Mike Center, captain of
last year's squad.
He has apparently found that
punch, seven different players tallying Saturday as the Hilltoppers
smothered M.I.T, 8-1 in the season's opener.
Chico Roumain led the Bantam
scoring with two goals. Others to
break the scoring ice were Peter
Wiles, Marty Williams, Don Johnson, Dave Beatty, Abi Haji, and
Ron Megna.
In the long first period, which
had M.I.T. -going with the strong
wind, Bob Losb and the Trinity
defense made .several fine plays
to hold the Engineers scoreless.
Meanwhile, at the other end of the
field, the Bantam attack was slow
in starting.
With about 14 minutes gone in the
first period, Wiles had.the-honor
of scoring the first goal of the season. The junior letterman from
New London, Conn., received a
pass from Roy Blixt and passed
the ball to Marty Williams,., who
was driving down the left side.
Williams shot the ball back to
Wiles, who blasted it past the bewildered M.I.T. goalie.
Chico Roumain, the only sopho-

*\ hi "V

Bobcats Massacred 48-19
'Bird'-Martin Clicks For 3

Khoury's Kalculations

Football Facts:
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76% Endorse Coeducation
In TRIPOD Evaluation

Seventy-six percent of students
at the college favor coeducation at
Trinity, according to a TRIPOD
poll. The poll was taken October 9
in the basement of Mather Hall.
The TRIPOD took the poll in
response to recent news of.moves
toward coeducation at Wesleyan,
••Williams, and Kenyon.
802 students returned questionnaires in the poll, thus showing
the great importance that the students attach to the issue. Of these
607 voted for coeducation, and 195
against it. The three-to-one ratio
remained fairly stable throughout
the four classes, with an 81% Yes
vote in the class of 1971 the only
deviation.
Students were also able to choose
between three possible methods(
of coeducation; building a coordi-'
nate college, merging with some
nearby girls' school, or admittingwomen to the freshman class.
Counting only the votes of those
who had voted "Yes" on questionl,
394, or 62%, favored the admission
of girls into the freshman class.
Another 131, or 20%, favored
merger with Smith College and
Connecticut College for Women

Chart of Pole Results,
Page Two

must move into the Twentieth Century, and noted that an all-mens'
school was in an unnatural state.
There was a split on the question
of size, with many students in favor of adding more students to a
class to encompass the women,
and others feeling the college's
strength comes from its size,
and that girls should displace mem-

bers of normal classes.
Students were generally conscious of the practicalities of the
situation. Some students wrote that
while favoring coeducation, -they
thought the money might be better spent on faculty salaries, and
others claimed that the college
could not afford a coordinate college.

TGC Opens Sessions
To College Community
•Reversing a previous decision, cess."
the. Trinity College Council voted
Committee meetings within the
unanimously Wednesday to open all Council still remain private. Mameetings to the College com- son remarked that this was the only
munity. Council member Stuart condition under which a committee
Mason '71 explained the decision could operate effectively. He noted
as sparked by the Council's desire that it brings no disadvantage to
to conduct a- "dialogue" with its the constituencies, since all vital
constituencies.
matters the committee discusses
Two weeks ago, the group voted must be brought up at a full Counagainst seating a TRIPOD reporter cil meeting, "where things are
at all meetings. Members ex- decided anyway."
pressed the need for totally free
discussion within the Council during "executive sessions," though
they agreed that some meetings
should be open.
At that time as well, the Council
was holding in secret all documents
and working papers which came before it. Under the new procedure,
Dr. Theodore D. Lockwood will
documents will be secret only as
they remain in the smaller com- be inaugurated tomorrow as the
mittee meetings, and will be pub- fifteenth president of the College.
lic when the entire Council begins The traditional ceremony will take
place outside the Chapel, where
to consider them.
Lockwood first addressed the stuThe recent reversal and the dent body about a month ago.
members' sentiment echoes the
Present at the inauguration will
feelings of an October 2 TRIPOD be over 2,500 guests, among them
editorial, which urged the Council representatives of 135 colleges
"to develop procedures that will and universities. The. event is
encourage the active participation scheduled for 3 p.m.
of the entire academic community
Delivering the invocation will
within the decision-making pro- be College Chaplain Alan C. Tull,

josser Photo)

A small crowd completes the TRIPOD poll on coeducation. Over 800
students responded, voting overwheimingly in favor of a coeducation
move.

Lockwood^s Inauguration Ceremony,
Speech, Scheduled for Tomorrow

the most frequent choices named,
and scattered votes going to Mt.
Holyoke College and Hartford College for Women. The third entry,
a coordinate college, received 110,
or 18%J of the votesy and earned
many uncounted votes from students who voted "No" on coeducation. (The numbers total more than
607 because some students voted
for more than one alternative.)
The third question, on junior
college graduates .entering the college in the junior year, trailed
well behind Question #1 in all
classes. While some students who
voted "No" were willing to try the
experiment, many students who
favored coeducation felt that junior
college girls would not measure
up to academic standards at the
college, and many voting for junior college girls made their approval contingent upon obtaining
qualified candidates. Compared
with the 75% favorable response
to question #1, question #3 received only 59% in favor, with
36% opposed and 5% not voting.
In the fourth question, referring
to the benefits received from coeducation, most of the students
voting for coeducation seemed to
feel that the quality of education,
social life, and the student's development as an individual would all
be improved, and students opposed
to it regarded the only improvement lying In social:life.
The comments of those opposed
to coeducation came mostly from
the freshman class. The main line
of argument was that the student
had come to the college as a men's
school and had he wanted a coed
college he would have gone to one.
Other nay-sayers felt that the
distraction caused by women on
campus would be too great, and
that their academic work would
suffer as a-result.
The favorable response tended/
to be highly enthusiastic, and to Poet W. S. Merwin will begin his week-long stay at the College
urge rapid action. In several cases, delivering a reading of his works Monday at 8:00 in the (Goodwin
students urged that the college Theatre.

and Senate President Leonard
Del Shilkret, Director of MaP. Mozzi '69, Secretary of the ther Hall, Issued a directive WedFaculty Lawrence W. Towle, and nesday instructing students in
President of the Trinity National hours and locations of Mather Hall
Alumni Association John L. Bonee. activities. In addition, student
Representing the selection com- parking on Saturday from 8 a.m.
mittee of the Trustees, George until 7 p.rcu is limited' to the
Keith Funston, thirteenth presi- following areas; North Campus,
dent of the College, will present West side of Summit Street, North
Locfewood for inauguration. Chair- side of Vernon Street, Behind Alman of the Board of Trustees len East and Alldn West.
Lyman B. Brainerd will formally
invest the new executive.
When invested, Lockwood will
receive four symbols of the Col;
lege's highest office—the Mace,
the Book, a Key, and a Presidential Collar. The Mace signifies
the president's executive powers,
the Book stands for the responsibility of the president for mainWilliams' College Council has
taining the College's educational adopted a proposal asking its
functions, and the transferral of trustees and Williams itself to
physical properties of the College look closely at its present parto the president is represented ietal system and at the possibiliby the Key, The Collar Is the ties for change. The request was
visible sign of the office. It was spurred by an indigenous ad hoc
presented to the College by for- student committee which recom- :
mer president Funston in 1953, mended that Williams abolish all
After the investiture, Lockwood parietal regulations.
will deliver his inaugural speech.
The ad hoc committee made the
The Rt. Rev. Walter H. Gray, recommendation because in its
Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese eyes current regulations "are unof Connecticut, will give the bene- necessary, of questionable value,
diction.
and contrary to the educational
Inauguration activities began philosophy of Williams College."
yesterday with a two-hour recepActing Provost StephenR. Lewis
tion for the President in Wean pointed to problems Williams
Lounge. They continue tomorrow might enounter in abolishing guest
with a Coffee Hour from 10:30 hours. He noted "the variety of
p.m. until noon in the Austin Arts constituencies and publics the '
Center.
college has and their reaction to
A luncheon for officialdelegates the proposal/' and named WIl-.
in Mather Hall precedes the 3 liamstown, the alumni body, and
p.m. academic procession. The the State of Massachusetts, as bodField House will contain the ritual ies which may resist the.change,;
in the event of inclement weather.
Acknowledging "the workput into
The day is to close with a the proposal," Student Affairs Dean
4:30 p.m. receptioninMatherHall. Donald W. Gardner assured the
Lockwood, who assumed office committee that it was "not going
July 1, was formerly Provost and to be ignored." Members of the
Dean at Union College in New committee expressed satisfaction
York. He was a. Phi Beta Kappa with their success in awakening
graduate of the College in 1948, members of the college to the
and valedictorian of his class. issue.

Williams
To Examine. Guest Hours

Coordinate
School Set LETTERS to the chairman
At Kenyon 'to the prisoner'

{Trimly
EDITORIAL SECTION

Kenyon College, a small liberal
arts school lor men in Ohio, will
open a coordinate college for
October 11, 1968
• women next autumn,Bruce Haywood, Kenyon Provost, explained that the effort was
toward coordination rather than
coeducation so that the women
would not be forced to compete
The Trinity College Council's decision to open its meetings to the in a male-determined environCollege community comes as a welcome surprise to aj! students and ment. •
Three-hundred girls will reside
faculty who want to be involved in the affairs of this College.
in the college's two new dormiIt has long been our opinion that participation in decision-making tories, costing approximately $2.6
processes is a prerequisite to concern for, and responsibility to, any million.
The school received a $1.9. milinstitution. The. College's obligation to itself, which is finally being
realized, is to encourage student involvement in all levels of community lion loan from the Department of
Housing and Urban Development,
. government. It requires only a little insight to realize that the students and will draw the remainder from
are the most intelligent and creative of the four constituent bodies of private sources.
Haywood was unsure of the prethe College. To deny students a say in the decision-making process
would be nothing more than senile determination on the part of this cise nature of the girls' participation in extra-academic matinstitution to die of old age before the decade is out.
ters. Noting- that in a coed school
The Council's action cannot help but increase its stature at the "every existing activity would be
College and encourage honest-and thoughtful discussion o f the issues there, for the women to share,"
he surmised that such would not
which are important enough to be brought before it.
automatically be the case in a
coordinate structure. Sororities,
he felt,, would not be necessary,
while a coeducation system would
demand them.

At Last...

The TRIPOD extends
'. congratulations- to
Trinity-College upon
the Inauguration
of its15th. President,
Dr. Theodore D.
Lockwood, on Saturday,
October 12, 1968.

by David Surasohn
According to certain rumors,on
campus, Trinity may next year
broaden itself by admitting some
females to these ivied walls. One
of the places supposedly under consideration for this program is
Hartford College for Women, a
local girls' school famous as a
half-bevo road trip.
Many students have already met
some Hartford College girls in
their professional capacity, and no
doubt look forward to seeing them
again. Based on these appearances,
it is clear that these, girls function somewhat differently than the
rest of us, and that allowances
must be made for their peculiar
circumstances
when admitting
them to classes. For example, a
Hartford College girl might enter
a History class ttuisly, The door opens slightly, and
three girls peek in. The bestlooking oi' them, apparently the
leader, says, "Does Professor
Jones teach here?"
"There's no Professor Jones in
this department," says one student
lii a loud voice, but the teacher
winks at him' and walks over.
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to school. Then you hit the big
time. You could decide whatever
you wanted to do.
Thus you were brought to some
alternatives. The late Howard
TO THE PRISONER:
Johnson needs waiters so bad he's
drafting them. You could quit
Man has been preoccupied since school for a chance at that type of
his birth with devising schemes to public service but no, you've alrationalize his freedom. For you ways had an aversion to handling
it all began after the big war when meat. Another possibility would be
two people you were not responsi- regular work but that's rather dull
ble for hopped in the sack together. since you can't get GOOD jobs
Of course they weren't responsible without a degree anyway. Besides
either (some greater power jiggled you're too sensitive for that. If
the sack). When Mummy and Daddy you worked you wouldn't have time
had you you began to assert your- to create. You could go home and
self immediately, orally, anally, sponge off the folks but then you'd
etc. They trained you, broke your be losing your precious indepen-.
spirit, fitted you to the mold. dence. All this left you pretty
Still it wasn't all bad; after all, frustrated so you sat down and
now you can go potty all by yourself. Anyway you kept letting them wrote a letter to the Old Tripe,
While you were writing, creatknow your submission was conditional and temporary. You rebelled ing I should say, spasms of deagainst your oatmeal, made them light running through your body,give you a night light, youevenran someone closed your room door.
away from home to let them know As far as I know you're still
where you stood. This cold war there.
went on for years until you decided to let them send you away
THOMAS D. LISK

Shun the Frumious Bemdersnatch

friniry

•63-.
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"I'm Professor Smith, and Proffessor Jones asked me to take
over while he stepped out. Come in
and take some notes."
The girls hesitate, and the students encourage them to enter. One
student, who has apparently taken
many notes, .cries out, "Come on
in! We're a,great bunch of guys in
History 395!"
The girls put their heads together, and decide to stay, meeting
later at "the car." They scatter
to different parts of the room, and
the best looking one sits in front
of the teacher. He draws a notebook from his desk, and gives it
to her. Though shy at first, she
soon begins writing furiously, and
is given a second notebook, and
another.
Since the girls entered late, the
professor has to "make-up" with
them. After she is sufficiently
stupefied with taking notes, he
gives a signal and the rest of
the class leaves the room.
He starts cautiously with a quiz.
Encouraged by her response to
that, he gives her an hour test.
Emboldened by notes, he begins

Results Of
TRIPOD
Coeducation Poll
October 9,1968
1. Would you favor coeducation at Trinity?
Responses: 802 Yes 76% No 24%
2. Do you think coeducation could be best brought about by
(answered only by those responding "Yes" to question No 1) •
a. trection of a coordinate college 62%
b. Merger with anearby girls'school 18%
c Admission:^ women into freshman class 20%
^ ( 6 3 5 f l e s h e s , some checking more than 1 alternative)
3-As an experiment,,would you favor the admission of junior
college graduates as juniors-

•

Offices located In the basement of Mather Hall, Trinity
Hartford, Connecticut 0.6106Teiophones: 246-1829 or 527-3153, ext 252

College.

Responses: S02

Yes;59% ; No36%

Undecided: 5 % /

a term paper;on_the board,.in.tag, '
easy strpkesrof the! chalk;" ;--' _After a little of this, he'decldes
to go for broke, and whips out a
permission slip. She resists
briefly,
but soon puts it in her
bag. He walks her out to the car,,
and makes her promise to come
back.
Later, he walks over to the
faculty lounge. Casually lighting a
cigarette, he remarks to one of the
younger teachers, "I had some
girls from Hartford College in
my class today."
All the young teachers gather
round, and ask questions all at
once. They keep asking, "How did
yOU d o ? : H u h ? " . ; .

;•.;•. J ••••.:

. He takes a long drag:,,pn ;his
cigarette and shrugs his shoulders.
"Not bad. I socked a permission
slip to one of them."

THE B1AFRA
EMERGENCY
RELIEF FUND
Box 592
Trinity College
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Some Ideas in 'Review Imaginative
But Lack Facility of Expression

by
by James
James Hanley
Hanlev
The "Trinity Review", a collection of poetry and prose by
Trinity students, contains some
interesting and imaginative material, but on the whole it is
disappointing as a literary publication. Although the writers of the
"Review" are clearly not without
inspiration, many of their ideas
are not expressed as well as they
might be. There are a number of
faults which seem to occur in
most of the works, the main one
of these being unnecessary complexity of structure and language.
If the purpose of an author's writing is to convey his thoughts and
feelings to the reader as lucidly
as possible and thus achieve a
desired effect, then the authors of
this collection seem to be concealing their meaning by means of
obscure language and devices.
However, in spite of these negative
The Presidential Collar, visible symbol of thepresident's power, will be aspects, let it be said that it is
well •worth reading these short
- presented to Theodore D. Lockwood when he is invested tomorrow.
stories and poems to appreciate

*
-*•
the imaginative ideas which lie. age in his poem, "The Taking .
behind them.
Away", a poignant plea of old age
and death. • Easily the best short story in
the "Review" is "Watercolor" by
Alan Griesinger's story "ConJon Lomberg, which also happens
versation" is an interesting and
to suffer least from the faults r e original monologue of thoughts,
ferred to earlier. This highly
which, through a little repetitive
imaginative story about the rein places, holds the reader's atactions of a group of people to
tention. It might have been more
the inexorable advance of an all- effective had it been written in
engulfing flood is slightly remshorter form as a poem. •. .
iniscent of a science-fiction novel
Unhappily, apart from two or
by J. G. Ballard, "The Drowned
three notable
exceptions, the
World". Her. is an illustration
poetry in the Review seems to be
of the way in which a familiar
'much ado about very little'. The
theme may be very effectively
language and structure tends to be
revitalized by an expressive . rather , pedestrian. The better
writer. The imagery of "Watermaterial is to be found In Rethy's
color" is particularly striking.
"The Hunt" and "Child Man By
Among the other prose works,
Night Light", and in Michael Wil"The Music House" is worth
liams' "Good Times, Wonderful
mentioning as an example of an
Times - Just Fade". In these
excellent idea which is unfortuworks the reader is better able
nately lost to a certain extent in
to understand the feelings and
the somewhat ill-chosen language.
intentions of the writer.
The author, Robert Pippin, shows
The "Review" as a whole is worth
his talent to much greater advantreading if the reader is persistent in ferreting out the real meaning,of. the,stories and poems. It
is regrettable that there should
only be seven contributors to a
publication of this type. Perhaps
one might hope to see a larger
, cross-section of: the student body
represented in future issues of
the "Trinity Review".

How to tap akeg

(and fie into the best reason in the world to drink beer)

Campus Barber
'•"• -

SJiop

. 8:30- 5:30 Tues. - Fri,
'•"'••
8:30-Sat.
AIR CONDITIONED
CHAUNCEY MITCHELL

2

I

Pick up a half-barrel of Buds
(good for about 245 12-ounce cups
. . . with foam) and the tapping equipment on the day of the party. Just
set the beer in a tub of ice to keep
'

:

' '

Just before the party begins, tap
your beer. First, make sure the
beer faucet is closed (you wouldn't
want to waste a drop of Beechwood
Aged Bud!). Then, insert the faucetand-pump unit into the upper valve
of the keg, give it a quarter turn
clockwise, and lock it in place by
tightening the lower wing nut.

289 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE
: HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

247-2953
Next to ABC Pizza

COLLEGE

BARBER
Shop
12220 Broad St.
1 Block North of Vernon
Satisfaction Guaranteed

•C Next, insert the lager tap
%0 in the lower valve of the
keg and give it a quarter turn.
Now, set the keg upright in a
tub and pack ice around it.

Marion's
Luncheonette

4

You're now ready to draw
beer. Pump pressure to the
proper point for good draw,
usually about 15 lbs. That's all
there is to it, but there's no rule
against sampling just to make
sure everything is perfect.
Ahhhhh! It's no wonder you'll
find more taverns with the
famous "Bud on Draught" sign
than any other!

Budweiser
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES ..TAMPA • HOUSTON • COLUMBUS

Ov*er the Rocks
Good Things to Eat
6 a.m. - 8p.m. Weekdays
Open Sunday'9 - 2 p.m. 5 - 8 p.m.

Announcing!
New Low Prices
Shirts
dry cleaned 25 cents each.
Trousers .
war washed and pressed
65 cents
Wash,Pry,Fb!d-7lbs.
...', 9 5 cents

\

'.-. :.•- •' •

3 Hour
Dry Cleaning Service

College Cleaners
1301 Broad St.
opposite Friendly Ice Cream

_
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Sn First Away Game

Hilltoppers To Challenge
Unbeaten Tufts

For the third timein three weeks ceivers. Trinity's Ron Martin, who Union.
Tentative offensive starters are;. ^
the Trinity football squad faces an caught 54 passes last year, has
Center, Jack Braley; Right Guard, : '
undefeated, streaking team, and already grabbed 17this season. His
Mike McDonald; Left Guard, Jeff
for the second time in those three Tufts counterpart..Rich Gigachetti
weeks Coach Don Miller is pitted caught 53 last season. He has 11 Kupperman; Right Tackle, Norm
Bardeen; Left Tackle, Rob. Law-^, '.
against one of his college team- receptions this year-.
The Jumbo quarterback will, rence; Tight End, Tate Preston;",:,
mates.
In the first game of the year, however, have to be wary of the and Split End, Tom McGuirk, The
the Bantams and Don Miller, Dela- Trinity pass defense. John Warm- average weight of starting linemen'
ware, '55 lost to still unbeaten Wil- bold, Dan Battles, George Matava, is about 185 pounds.
liams and coach Larry Catuzzi, and Haldy Gifford picked off seven
Delaware, '58. Last week, they Bates passes thrown by. New England's leading quarterback, Jim
••v
ended a Bates winning skein.
Tomorrow, in the Hilltoppers Murphy.
. The Incentive to win should be
first away game, Miller faces a
2-0 Tufts squad that has beaten high for both teams. In addition to
Drexel Tech, 28-7 and Gettysburg, the University of Delaware rivalry
(Devine Photo)
between the coaches, the players
Starting in the backfield will be:
Chico Roumain who scored two goals in last Saturday's 8-1 rout of 28-22. The Jumbos coach isRocco will all be out to win. because this
Carzo, Delaware, '54. Last year
Bill Foster at quarterback, Don
M.I.T., is a doubtful starter today because of a leg injury.
is the last meeting between them. Viering at fullback, Dave Nichols
Trinity won 30-7.
The Bantams, according to cen- The Bantams, who have won four at flanker, and either Tom Birter Barry Sheckley are, "really of the last five meetings between mingham or Jon Treat at. tailback,
up for this one. We had our best the teams, hold a 14-11-1 record in
Kicking field goals, extra points1
practice of the year Wednesday." the series.
and kickoffs will be Quentin Kieth,
The •• Trinity injured list - has In addition to the factors stated, He uses a Soccer style, and Coach
shrunk this week, but the status of Trinity has an extra incentive. Moonves has. high hopes for him,.
Rick Harvey, and Jon Miller, who While the game is in progress in
The tentative defensive line is:
have shoulder injuries, Dan Medford, Mass., Trinity will be Middle Guard, Jim Monohan; Right
Nichols, with a broken hand, and inaugurating President Theodore Tackle, Jack Barthwell; Left
"They look even better this Frank MacGruer and Rick Palamar Web Jones who has, a leg injury is Lockwpod. They would like to pre- Tackle, John Talerico; Right End,
week", a smiling Roy Dath stated and the front line has been passing still questionable.
sent him with.a victory. As Sheck- Tom Schaible; and Left End, Norm
after Wednesday's practice as the well — too well, intact. There need
ley stated, "I think we'll really Johanson. Bill Fischer will alterThe
game
will
apparently
be
an
Trinity soccer team prepared tax to be more shots taken and less
be up for them." ;
nate with Monohan at Middle Guard,
air war between Trinity quartertoday's home contest against passing in front of the goal.
Backing them up will be; Jeff
Tufts at 3:30.
Their only change in the line-up back Jay Bernardoni and Tufts
Kupperman at middle line backer,
signal-caller
Pete
Cohen.
Bernarfor
today's
game
is
the
movement
It's hard to see how a team could
Bob Fass at right line backer, and
has completed 43 passes in
get much better than it was in of second string inside Larry doni
Bob Ellis at left line backer.
last Saturday's opener in Which Sichel to starting left wing. Sichel 75 attempts for 517 TD's.
Alternating at the two defensive,
Last week, against .Gettysburg,
"We are expecting to run into
they .topped M.I.T, 8-1. The only played well against M.I.T. and has
criticism Dath could offer oh that been effective in practice. Ifheand Cohen hit on 16 of 22, engineering a big Union team, but I think that halfback positions will bet Tom
game was that, "They were slow right wing Pete Griesinger can a 58-yard game winning drive with we'll be ready for them," com- Birmingham; Dave Nichols, MikS
mented Freshman Football Coach Sooley, and Walt Yp'uhg. The Safety
in starting, it's a natural tension consistently cross and feed, less than two minutes to go.
The game will also be a battle Mike Moonves when asked about the will be either Ned Hammond b'i"
everyone feels before the start of insides DougSnyderandSkipAbenbetween New England'sleadingre- prospects for. today's opener at Steve Larab'ee.
the season. That first goal ended droth will score.
the nervousness for us." .
After the first game of the season, Dath appears to have an even
: stronger club than the one that
reached the NCAA quarter-finals
last year. Before the season began, he knew he needed some added
scoring punch. He found it Saturday as seven different players
Perhaps Mr. Khoury is right in prognosticator follow
his own
scored in the rout.
calling me over conservative, but advice. I hardly think the Trinity
Dath also lauded his veteran de- then again when people are des- campus waits in a state of acute
fensive team that' kept the ball perate they will resort to just anxiety for the results of the Virin the M,r.T. half of the field about anything. If Mr. Khoury ginia Tech game or the Baylor
for most of. the afternoon. "The thinks that he went out on a limb game. Nevertheless, I apologize
whole backfield did a tremendous this week
I'll swallow a foot- for any boredom I have created
job, especially the starting teams." ball. I suggest that my fellow among those who eagerly await the
football predictions on Tuesday
Georges "Chico" Roumain, who
and Friday mornings. Maybe I'll
scored two goals in the M.I.T,
miss a few on purpose this week
victory may not start today due
to even things off. (Last week Mr.
to an' injured thigh. If Roumain is
Titus hit 8 of 10).
not In the opening lineup, Datli
will use Don Johnson or Steve
Beatty, who scored a goal apiece
Syracuse 24 Pittsburgh 0: The
in the first game.
Panthers couldn't win an intrasquad scrimmage. Syracuse has
Dath was really impressed with
momentum after a big win over
the way the team performed in
The Trinity cross-country team UCLA.
a scrimmage against ffie frosh'eap- absorbed its' secoiid loss of the
Purdue 21 Ohio St. 7: This
lier in the week. "We were working season to Coast Guard Academy game is not all that it's built
on passing on an angle, instead of Tuesday alter dropping last Satur- up to be. Keyes, Phipps and Co. Dan Battles (10), and George Matava (14) will have
passing in a straight line." He day's opener to Hales by 27 points. are too strong. Purdue's only loss: stepping a potent Tufts passing attack. Matava intercepted three passes,
feels that the team will really be The undefeated Cadets took the may be a late season upset.
and Battles had a key pick-off at the goal line in Saturday's game.
prepared for the Jumbos.
meet with an embarrassing score
Boston College 28 Villanova 7:
"We've gotten the kinks out, of 15-00.
Boston College is in another class
and we're really ready to- play
and will have little trouble here.
There
was
a
three-way
tie
for
ball", Dath beamed. Great team. Oklahoma 14 Texas 10," Warwork, performance under pres- first place between Cadets Ben mack to Hinton is a big play for
sure, and desire are three trade- Peterson, Bob Ailing, and Don the Sooners.
marks of Roy Dath soccer teams. Estes, who all finished in a time
Dartmouth 24 Princeton 21:
As usual,. all three are found in of 20:21.5. Coast Guard took seven This i s always one of the top
out
often
places
leaving
only
fifth
this team.
and seventh to Farleigli-Dickinsoii games in the Ivy. The Indians
are up after a hard loss to Holy
Dath does not know much about College and tenth to Trinity.
Cross last week. Princetons powthe Tufts team other than, "they
Chuck Hosking. who finished fifth erful backfield will score but not
. gave us; a real battle last year."
In last year's game, Trinity held Saturday against Bates, was the as often as the Indians'.
Oregon State 21 Kentuckv 0:
a 4-1 lead, but the Jumbos rallied only Bantam to place for coach
State is off to a surprismgl;
to a 4-3, deficit. Trinity's Mike Bill Shorten"s harriers.
slow start and is hungry for a
In last week's meet with Bates,
Center ('68) then scored afourth;period goal to put the game on Ice. only; Hosking, fifth, and sophomore win. An opening loss at the hands
John Durland, ninth, were able to of Iowa is enough to straighten
break into the top ten for Trinity. them out.
Georgia 10 Mississippi 0:Home
First place was taken by Bobcat
Jeff Larson of St. Louis, Mo., field advantage is the margin of
who finished with a time of 18:47 victory.
After numerous scrimmages and for the 4.8 mile course. Bates conSouthern Cal. 14 Stanford 7: I
a game against M.I.T., the fresh- tinued to take the next three places hate to beat a dead horse, but O.J.
and
clinch
the
meet,
16-43
(low
man soccer.,team has-developed
will do it again.
.;:'.'
into the accuratery-passing'team s c o r e w i n s ) . • ' • • • ' / • • . * " - ' • • •
UCLA .22 Penn St. 20: The Nitthat coach Rbbie Shults i s looking
The harriers' next meet is tany Lions have lost their two best
10% discount on case lots^-,- —
for, and is ready for its second Saturday, October 18, when they backs through injuries. A big upset
game of the season, at Springfield travel to Southern Connecticut for Tommy Prothro.
(Closest Package Store t o Trinity)
today. There is plenty of defensive State College in search of their
Arkansas 21 Baylor 7: The
power behind the feet of fullbacks first win of the season.
Razorbacks are on the move again.

TRAMPLE
TUFTS

Dathmen Seek 2nd,
Meet Tufts Today

the frosh...

Tips by Titus

Cadets, Bates
Beat Harriers

Package Store

the frosh,..

:

219 Zion St. Hartford, Conn. 06126

